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PART I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study is to compile an annotated 
bibliography of instructional materials on old world history 
for sixth grade. 
The periods covered in this bibliography are: Early 
Man, Egyptian Civilization, Fertile Crescent, Greek 
Civilization, Roman Empire., Middle Ages, and Exploration. 
The instructional materials listed consist of books, charts, 
exhibits., filmstrips, flat pictures, maps, motion pictures, 
and music. These have been reviewed and appraised for use 
in the classroom. 
REVIEW OF LITEP..ATURE 
Objectives of Teaching Historz 
The objectives in studying history have been set forth 
by Wesley and Adamsl as follows: 
1. To understand historical concepts 
2. To identify great leaders 
3. To develop a sense of continuity 
4. To develop a sense of chronology 
5. To appreciate the contributions from the past 
6. To acquire a background for understanding the 
present 
7. To learn the techniques of finding materials 
8. To learn the historical method 
9. To discriminate among authorities 
10. To compare and evaluate conflicting evidence 
1E. B· Wesley and M· A· Adams, Teaching Social Studies in 
Elementary Schools (Boston: D. c. Heath- and Company, 1946) 
p.ll5. 
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11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
To 
To 
To 
To 
To 
To 
To 
To 
To 
To 
develop the capacity of suspended judgment 
develop an objective attituae 
understand relationships 
understand and make generalizations 
appreciate the great documents of the past 
build a solid basis for patriotism 
broaden and expand interests and sympathies 
learn how to organize materials 
understand the enduring elements from the past 
understand how man has utilized his resources 
These objective s will be realized through effective learning. 
Learning is remembered in proportion as it is made meaningful. 
Meaningful learning is acquired largely through vicarious 
experiences. 
Wesley and Adamsl state: 
Learning through vicarious experience opens the 
door to limitless opportunities. It enables the pupil 
to have every experience in human history, if he has a 
background of similar elements, the vocabulary to 
understand the record , and the imagination to recon-
struct his own experience in terms of the original. 
A variety of instructional materials made available to t he 
learner will greatly aid in providing these vicarious 
experiences. 
Supplementary Reading in History 
In the teaching of history the need for a reading 
program to supplement the use of t he textbook has long been 
recognized. It is important that the student gain a broader 
viewpoint and understanding of the area he is studying than 
that which is acquired from a tex tbook. It would be im-
possible for a person to acquire all actual experiences, 
therefore, many of his experiences of necessity must be 
lwesley and Adams, 2£• cit., P• 62. 
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provided. 
Wesleyl says: 
The area of desirable experience in the social 
studies is practically unlirr~ted~ and the area of 
actual experience is necessarily quite limited . 
Reading offers practically the only means by which 
the students can~ at least vicariously~ acquire all 
the rich and illuminating experiences which the 
human r ace has had. 
In view of the importance of an extended reading pro-
gram it will be necessary to clarify the connotation of the 
terminology employed to express this part of the teaching 
program . The terminology has presented a psychological 
handicap at the outset. Such terms as 11 outside reading~" 
"extra reading~" "assigned reading," "collateral reading~" 
and "supplementary reading~ 11 i mply that the reading pro-
gram is something extra which has been added to the course 
and that it is not an essential part of the course. 
Klmmel2writes concerning collateral reading: 
11 Collateral11 means something accompanying as a 
secondary work or source of information; a subsidiary 
or subordinate body of content material in relation 
to the textbook. 
Of supplementary reading Kimmel3 states: 
"Supplementary reading" is an inadequate term 
which is misleading in its meaning. Its use implies 
that reading is something extra or optional, something 
grafted on to a course that is not essential. 
1E. B. Wesley, Teaching the Social . Studies (Boston: 
D. c. Heath and Company,-r942) P• 305. 
2w, G. Kimmel~ The Management .of , the Reading Program in 
Social S t udies (Philadelphia: McKinley Publishing Company, 
!929) P• 61. 
3Loc. cit. 
Kimmell much prefers the use of "reading program" and sug-
gests that the terms "intensive readings 11 and "extensive 
readings 11 would be more favorable. He defines the s e te11ms 
as follows: 
"Intensive readings 11 are those phases of content 
which are read and mastered as study materials. They 
form a definite part of the subject matter for which 
pupils are held responsible as a basic part of the 
course. "Extensive reading," on the other hand, in-
clude material to be read for enjoyment, vicarious 
experience, "local color," and background or setting 
for the more intensive study materials. Extensive 
readings should be included as a part of every course 
of study; they contribute interest, lend insights, 
afford opportunities for the exploration of individual 
interests. 
Many students find that history is boring and dry. 
This need not be the case. History can become alive and 
real through the unfolding of the reading program as it 
is carried on in the unit. Through the reading of histor-
ical fiction, non-fiction, poetry, and the re-enactment of 
historical plays the students come to realize that history 
is an exciting story about real people. The reading program 
has definite value. 
Horn2 suggests that: 
The achievements most generally claimed for 
historical fiction are that it: (1) gives atmosphere, 
(2) shows more vividly and. intimately the beal"'ings of 
past condi tions upon the people, (3) enables the 
reader to enter imaginatively into the experiences of 
past times, and (4) stimulates and interest in histor-
ical study. 
1Kimmel, ££• cit., P• 62. 
~. Horn, Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies 
(Boston: Charles Scribner's Sons-;-1"937) P• 281. 
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Much is required of the teacher if the reading program 
is to be a success. She must know many books and talk about 
them. She must inspire the children to want to read books. 
This stimulated interest can be created by various methods. 
Wesleyl has suggested: 
1. The reading of interesting excerpts~ euch as 
vivid descriptions~ ex citing incidents~ and brief 
characterizations~ is calculated to arouse the pupil's 
desire to hear more or to read from the book. 
2. From time to tillie the teacher may bring to 
class a new book, or an old · one that the pupils have 
overlooked, and exhibit it for inspection. 
3. No formal method of stimulating interest will 
surpass that of frequen t quotations~ allusions, and 
citations. 
4. The teacher can occasionally recommend a 
book to a particular pupil. 
5. Pictures, a bookshelf 1 a bulletin board 
display, and even book jackets will frequently serve 
to arouse interest in books. 
Success in this area not only furnishes additional 
information about the subject area but it develops habits.,. 
abilities, and ideals which make for character and good 
citizenship. This is the goal of all teaching. 
I 
Importance of Visual ~ 
As important as reading is, there are short comings to 
the use of words alone. The words on the printed page do 
not bring meaning to us: we must bring the meaning to the 
words. The meaning of words are dependent upon experience. 
Words are mere verbalisms until the student has an under-
standing of the words and can visualize their meaning. 
1 Wesley, ££· cit., P• 309. 
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Wendtl concludes: 
Words are arbitrary symbols which practically 
always contain not even a shre~ of the meanings they 
stand for. We need to realize that these meanings 
are attached by ass ociation to the words. 
Pictures, to a l arge degree, interpret language for 
us and on the other hand pictures are interpreted through 
language. It is the teacher's task to provide much of the 
experiences which will change verbalisms to understanding 
and this can best be done through the use of visual 
materials. 
Visual materials provide a wealth of expe riences 
which cannot otherwise be obtained or duplicated . Through 
the use of visual materi als the printed page takes on a 
more extens ive meaning. Visual materi al s provide rich 
experiences and new imagery for the non-reader and t he 
poor reader which he ctherwi s e would neve r have. 
We sle :y-2 states: 
Visual aids properly used cannot justly be 
regarded as supplementary learning ; they a r e funda-
mental. They furnish experience; they facilitate 
the association of object and word; they save the 
pupil's time; they provide simple and authentic 
inforrr,a tion; they enrich and extend one's apprecia-
tion; they furnish pleasant ente rtainment; they pro-
vide a simpl ified view of complicated data; they 
stimulate the i magination; and they develop the 
pupil's powers of observa~ion. Visual aids may 
need expl-anations, but they do not need translator·s; 
they speak a universal language of form; color, 
position and motion. They c onstitute one of the 
royal roads to learning. 
1p. Wendt, "Social Learning Through Audio-Visual Materials/' 
Audio-Visual Materials and :Wiethods in the Social Studies 
(Washing t on, D. c.: The National Council for the Social 
S tudies , 1947 ) P• 2. 
2vvesley, ££_• cit., PP• 340-341. 
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There is also more efficient lear ning through the 
use of audio-visual materials. Wesley and Adara.sl state: 
First# pupils learn more rapidly when audio-
visual aids a r e used. Less time is ne eded for ex-
planations and drill if the lesson is pre s ented 
through picture s., films., or recordings. Second, 
pupils who have studied with the aid of audio-visual 
materials remember more of the facts presented and 
remember them longer. 
Motivation is also high on the list of values for the 
use of this medium. The value of the use of these materia~ 
as set forth by Kinder2 are: 
They overcome the limitations of restricted 
personal experiences of pupils. 
They provide for the direct interaction of the 
pupils with the realities of the social and physical 
environment. 
They provide uniformity of percepts. 
They give initial concepts which are correct, 
real., and complete. 
They awaken new desires and interests. 
They provide for economical learning. 
They provide motivation and stimulation. 
They provide integrated experiences which vary 
from concrete to abstract. 
We would conclude with Wesley and Adams3 that "The 
closer to reality such vicarious experiences can be made, 
the more effective they will be." 
The facts just sta teQ make us realize that more atten-
tion should be given to the type and manner in which visual 
and auditory materials are used. There should be prepara-
tion by the teacher before the s e materials are used in the 
l wesley and Adams., op. cit., PP• 234-235. 
2:t; s. Kinder, Audio-Visual Mate ri ~ls and Techniques 
(New York: American Book Company, 1950} PP• 60-64. 
3
wesley and Adams., £E· cit., P• 232. 
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classroom. There should be specific ob jectives to be 
achieved by their use. 
Value of Pictures 
Pictures embrace, by far, the largest phase of visual 
materials. Haas and Packerl state: 
Without pictures the world today would not be 
as meaningful as it now is to most of us. Pictures 
cr~stallize ideas and form .much of the basis for 
th~nking. Successful, planned teaching depends upon 
the effective use of pertinent pictures. 
Horn2 has pointed out the value of pictures for both 
the below average student and the student of high intelli-
gence. 
Pictures are said to contribute to meaning and 
so to combat verbalism, to give a sense of r eality, 
to arouse and sustain both interest and effort, to 
stimulate the imagination, and to aid retention. 
These benefits are said to accrue to all students, 
but especially to those of less than average ability ••• 
The student whose intelligence is high, whose imagina~ion 
is fertile, and whose general reading ability is superior, 
often makes constructs from reading alone that, while 
satisfying to him, are exceedingly unauthentic. 
In view of the i mportance of pictures, great care 
should be used in their selection. Wesley3 has suggested 
that pictures should portray accurate information and they 
should be simple. 
Use of Flat Pictures 
---
There are many pictures which can be used effectively 
1 
K. B. Haas and R· Q. Packer, Preparation and Use of Audio-
Visual Aids (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc:;-1950)-p. 111. 
2 Horn, ££• cit., P• 360, 363. 
3wesley, ££• cit., PP• 341-342. 
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if displayed on a bulletin board, or projected by means of 
an opaque projector. The opaque projector is of tremendous 
value especially where the pictures are small or are bound 
in books or magazines. 
Motion Pictures 
Motion pictures have proven to be a very effective 
medium in the presentation of some nevi/' material or the 
review of material already studied. 
Ahll has told us clearly of the role of motion pic-
tures. 
Motion pictures make the subject far more vivid 
and meaningful than the textbook or the lecture. 
They have the power to portray life without restric-
tion of time or place. Thus they are able to make 
real for the student all the ages of P~story, all 
the lands and peoples of the world. If wisely se-
lected, they afford a vast scope of background 
. material so essential to the learning experience. 
They create interest, stimulate thinking and stir 
the emotions. 
If motion pictures create interest, stimulate thinking 1 
a nd stir the emotions it is important that good films with 
accurate teaching content be chosen. Pictures are not to 
be used just for the sake of using visual materials but 
must have a real purpose. 
2 
Ahl makes this very clear. 
Unless an instructional film raises and solves 
problems of interest and .value to the clas s , unless 
it pres.ents authentic information, concepts and ideas 
more effectively than any other method ~r device can 
possibly do, unless it provides for active participa-
tion by the stud.ents, it has failed to justify its use. 
1F. N. Ahl, Audio-Visual Materials in the ~School 
(Boston: The Christopher Publishing House, 1946) p. 46. 
2 Ibid., P• 47 
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In another statemen t of film selection i mp crtance we have 
this declaration. 
One film carefully selected and skillfully used 
is worth a dozen haphazardly chosen and indiscrimin-
ately shown. The teacher must ever be mindful of her 
role as evaluator of ever·y film used in her work. • •• 
Motion pictures must not be used as separate techniques 
but as integral parts of the curriculuw designed to 
meet definite and s pecific objective s.iL 
Teaching Value of Filmstrips 
What has already been stated concerning the importance 
and care in selecting motion pictures and their function in 
teaching, is also true of filmstrips. It is a mistaken idea, 
however, that all still pictures should gi ve w~y to moving 
pictures. There are times as March2 points out when a film-
strip is more effective than a moving picture because the 
motion can distract and deceive. 
It would be difficult, if not impossible, to s et forth 
any hard and fast rule for the use of visual mater i als other 
than with each type having i ts own unique role, that the 
materials be st suited with the most effective re sults should 
be employed. Ahl3 has here well stated this respcnsibility. 
"To select wisely, to use discriminately, to evaluate effi-
ciently--this the role of the classroom teacher." 
1Ahl, ~· cit., P· 54. 
2L. s. March, 11 Social Le a rning Through Pictures," Audio-
Visual Materials and Methods in· the Social Studies 
(Washington, D. c:: The NatiOria.lCouncii for · the Social 
Studies, 1947} P• 84. 
3Ahl, £E• cit., P• 59 . 
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Use of Models 
In the course of teaching history the use of models 
becomes very effective. Wesley statesl: 
While the picture is merely a one-dimensional 
representation viewed from a particular point, the 
model is a miniature reproduction that corresponds 
in detail with the original. It may be examined 
from all sides, and if it is a faithf ul model, it 
differs from the reality only in size. 
The study of. the model may be the employing of an object 
second hand but it is the next most valuable material to 
the reality itself. vVhen a model is employed the s tudent 
can handle it and look at it from all sides, thereby he 
gains a more vivid, longer lasting impression of the reality. 
Value of Specimens 
The use of specimens, whereever they are available, are 
of extreme value in teaching. Wesley2 states that, nThe 
specimen has the enormous advant~ge of being, not a picture, 
a re production, or a model, but the reality. 11 In expressing 
one of the values of specimens Wesley3 further states, 
11 Genuine s pecimens can scarcely be misinterpreted. They 
11 
are actualities, and seldom require any e x tended explanations.•• 
It may be difficult for any one teacher to accumulate very 
wany realia but a visit to a museum will prove very fruitful 
in affording an opportunity to observe them. Some museums 
provide loan exhibits thus the student may examine many 
realia at close range. Such participation provides actual 
Lwesley, £E• cit., P• 347. 
~Ibid,. P• 348. 
3Ibid 1 P• 349. 
experiences which are essential to all true understanding 
and comprehension. 
Graphs ~ ~ Aid 
Quantitative data can be presented in an interesting 
manner by the use of graphs. Kinderl defines graphs as: 
Graphs are lines, diagrams, or pictures arranged 
to show quantity, development, function, or relation-
ships of factor s . Graphs are constructed upon definite 
mathematical principles; charts are not. 
Graphs are devices therefore, for the purpose of presenting 
informati on other than by words. Th ere are different kinds 
of g rRphs such as: picture gr aphs, bar graphs, line graphs, 
and circle graphs and each fills a particular role in the 
presentation of d ifferent data. For example, the pictorial 
graph makes a greater appeal especially to children. Pic-
tures of men, animals, boats, airplanes, money bags, and 
numerous others give more rea lism to the facts. 
Charts and Their Use 
Charts serve a similar purpose as graphs and they 
present information in concise fonn in lists, pictures, 
tables, or in diagrams. The time line may be classified 
as a chart. The major kinds of charts a r·e flow, genealo@.-
cal, pictorial, table, and frequency or progress chart. 
It is true of both graphs and charts that their greatest 
value lies in the concise manner in which data can be 
presented, therefore a uloaded" graph or chart will lose 
1Kinder, ££• cit., P• 120 
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it s effectiveness. 
Maps are designed to convey correct impres s ions 
of the size and shape of an area and to present some 
of its feature s or characteristic s . Ma ps are highly 
condensed c ompilations of informa t i on.l 
Through the use of mapa the students will acquire some com-
prehension of the relationship of different races of people 
to e a ch other as to location. The geographical location 
and t h e topogr aphy of a country· are i mportant to know be-
cause climatic conditions greatly affect the manner of 
living of different peopl e . To sum this up Wealey2 state ~: 
"There is scarcely any type of quantitative information 
which cannot be shown on a map." 
Auditory Aids 
"Auditory ai d s 11 is the term used to indicate the radio 
and phonograph. 3 The term can be expanded to include music 
and tape recordings. Music has be en an effective medium by 
which to stud y man and h is moods or temperament. 
Conclusi on 
School expe ri en ces have a vas t influence upon the 
child , upon hi s future growth, and also upon his place 
ultimately in society. The t eacher must be r eady to guid e 
the child in his reading and make effective selection of 
1 
We sley, ££· cit., P• 3 51. 
2 Ibid., P• 353. 
3 Ibi d ., P• 339. 
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teaching aids. The responsibility for the selection of 
motion pictures or film~trips and the most valuable flat 
pictures to use for each unit of study and for each class 
rests upon the teacher. The success of the history pro-
gram and the use of teaching mat erials depends upon the 
teacher who is willing to secure every possible source 
material along with the textbooks in use. 
PROCEDURE 
The material contained in this bibliography has been 
reviewed by the writer and appraised for use in the class-
room. 
Various methods were enJ.ployed in an effort to discover 
books for the different historical periods. Textbooks were 
consulted for listings at the end of chapters, library 
shelves were checked, card catalogues were referred to, 
book lists were used. The books were obtained from libraries 
in five cities. Each book read was checked in the Book 
Review Di gest for the purpose of learning if and when a 
review was made on it. The original source of the review 
was then checked. These sources included: Booklist, The 
Horn Book, The Saturday Review of Literature, The Library 
Journal, New York Times Book Review, and New York Herald 
--- ---- ---- --- ----
Tribune We ekly Book. Some books were too old a nd some 
books were of too recent publication to be listed in the 
Book Review Digest. 
The listings of visual materials in two school depart-
ments and the Curriculum Filmstrips catalog were consulted. 
14 
The Massachus e tts Department of Education was visited in 
an effort to obtain visual materials. The Boston University 
laboratory and the Vis ual Curriculum Center of Brookline 
were of great as s istance in obtaining filmstrips. 
Many books were examined in an effort t o find maps, 
graphs, a nd charts. 
The Children's Museum, the Museum of Fine Arts , and 
the Science Museum, all of Boston, were also vi sited in 
an effort to discover the available materials in exhibits. 
The National Geographic Magazines_ were examined from 
1922-1953. The Educational Index and the Readers' Guide to 
Periodical Literature were also consulted. 
Approximately thirty pieces of mail were sent to publish-
ing companies reque s ting listings of books, filmstrips, 
motion pictures, and flat pictures. About ten companies 
responded. 
This annotated bibli ography should enable a teacher to 
obtain a vari e ty of instructional materials with the ex-
penditure of the minimum amount of time and effort. 
15 
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PART II 
EARLY MAN 
Books 
Coe, Frederick L., Graven With Flint, New York: Thomas y. 
Crowell Company, 1950, 150 PP• 
average reading 
Hia and Ag were Cro-Magnon boys living in Europe. 
They, with their tribesmen, had many hard battles against 
the climate, wild animals, and the marauders from other 
tribes. Hia slew 'if.teen wolves to prove he was free from 
sorcery; and with Wag, his pet wolf, and Ag, he found a 
new home for his tribe. Ria's adventures and exciting 
experiences are here portrayed. 
Out of the past against an authentic background 
of the Cro-Magnon era, the author brings to life two 
cave boys whose breath-taking, hair-raising experiences 
will thrill all red-blooded, adventure-loving boys. 
Harriet Morrison, Library Journal ~5: 16'74, October 1, 
1950. 
Fellows, Muriel H., Little Magic Painter. Great Britain: 
The John c. Winston Company, 1938, 112 PP• 
easy reading 30 full page illustrations, 
13 of which are colored. 
Fleetfoot, Lame Boy, and Oak Leaf lived in a large 
cave . They had many exciting experiences in the forest. 
Lame Boy, in his search for his lost ball, found a cave. 
One day he was discovered in the cave by Sharpthorn the 
master painter. Lame Boy's name was then changed to Magic 
Painter. 
A well-written and authentic tale which will be 
useful in answering the little children's demands for 
stories of cave men. Marian Herr, Library Journal · 
63: 561, July, 1938. 
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Kjelgaard, Jim, Fire-Hunter. New York: Holiday House, 
1951, 217 pp.-
average reading 
Hawk, the Chief Spear-Maker,. was banished from his 
tribe. Willow was wounded and Hawk felt he must take 
care of her. Hawk had many adventures. Accidently he 
discovered how to make and use a bow and was enabled 
thereby to defeat his enemies. 
Nehru, Jawaharlal, The Story of the World. New York: The 
John Day Company, 1951, 218 PP• 
ave rage reading 
Nehru wrote this book in the form of letters to his 
ten year daughter, Indira. He related the history of the 
world from i t·s early beginnings through to the establish-
ment of civilization. 
Through this series of letters Nehru introduces 
the reader to 11 short accounts of the story of our 
earth." ••• Although the treatment must of necessity 
be brief there is enough substance to stimulate 
curiosity and to provide a sound basis for future 
reading. Ralph Adams Brown, Saturday Review of Liter-
ature 34: 50 May 12, 1951. 
Rienow, Leona, Bewitched Caverns. New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1948, 148 PP• 
average reading illustrated 
Olo and his sister Pigeon, Cro-Magnon children, found 
the entrance t~ a cave. With lighted torch they entered 
to explore the cave. The weird and exciting experiences 
they had while lost in the cave are vividly told. 
This story, a thriller as ever was, has coherence 
and continuity: the people don't confine themselve s 
to grunts in expressing themselves, and in general 
leave with a young person an impression that need not 
be corrected when they grow up. May Lamberton Becker, 
New York Herald Tribune Vieekli[ Book Review, P• 8 1 
May -g-;--1 948. 
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~ihitnall, Harold o., Hunter of the Caverns. New York: 
Thomas y. Crowell Company, 1939, 119 PP• 
easy r eading 8 full page illustrations 
Kut was a Cro-Magnon boy who lived in a cave . He 
depended for his existence upon hunting of wild animals. 
V'lhen he reached manhood he was i:nitiated into the ranks 
of the hUnters. Later he became a member of the artist-
hunters sect. 
The story is told with directnes·s and simplicity. 
It is the more pleasing because the author confines 
himself to what are believed to be tne fac t s of Cro-
Magnon existence as directed by the discoverie s mad e 
in the caver n homes of thi s race. Annie T. Eaton, 
New York 'I'imes, April 2, 1939, P• 10. 
Charts 
Kelty, Mary G., Other Lands and Other Times. Boston: Ginn 
and Company, 1942 , 416 PP• 
"From the Old Stone Age to Now. 11 
This pict orial time line chart shows in detail Old 
S tone Age, New St one Age, and Metal Age. A summarizing 
picture shows Egypt, Fertile Crescent, Greece, Rome, and 
the Bi rth of Christ. There are no dates used but the 
pictures show the progress. 
pp 8 , 9 Suggest use with opaque projector 
Exhibits 
Children's Mus eum Boston, Massachusetts 
Diorama of dinosaurs or "terrible lizardsn has boy 
modeled in with dinosaurs to show comparison of sizes. 
Diorama of Early Man pictures the inside view of a 
cave in rocks with fire at the entrance, and drawings on 
walls of cave. Modeled figures with skins of' animals and 
bones used for weapons are also shown. · 
Display of stones, flint, t ools and weapons used during 
the stone age and different uses of st one arrow, hoe, and 
sinkers for fish net. 
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Museum of Science Boston, Massachusetts 
11 cave .Dwellers 11 
An exhibit showing a Neanderthal fBJhily in the Middle 
Paleolithic era. It is a winter scene de picting their ver-r.J 
primitive way of living. 
trLake :UWellers Toolsu 
Tools and weapons including a battle axe, flint knives~ 
an tler hammers, and many other articles disclose somewhat 
the way in which these early people lived. 
"Swiss Lake 1Jwellers 11 
The diorama shows the life of the Swiss Lake Dwellers. 
Th eir methods of agriculture placed them above earlier 
primitive man. 
Men of the Old Stone Age 
black and white 
Filmstrips 
Univ. Mus. 
61 frames~ 29 of which are text 
Pictures the culture and development of early man show-
ing tool s, arrowheads~ animals, four maps~ and the early man 
hin:self--Pi thecanthropus, Neanderthal Man., and the Cro-Magnon. 
The text explains the s tory of the pictures. 
The Story of Time Curr. 1950 
color 26 frames and text on each frame 
The development of the calendar through observing the 
position of the stars and planets~ and the seasons is here 
pictured. The use of the shadow s ticks, sundial, water 
clocks, rope clocks, marked candles# and finally the develop-
ment of the use of t he pendulum, t he spring clock, and then 
the electric clock are shown. 
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The Story of Weights and Measures Curr. 1950 
color 26 frames and text with each frame 
The history of the development of the system of weights 
and measures is portrayed. The earliest methods of weighing 
and measuring and how our standards have been developed are 
shown. The development of the terms such as foot, inch, 
pound, ounce, guart, mile, and yard are explained. 
Wri ting and Printing Curr. 1950 
color 26 frames and text on each frame 
The development of the expressing of ideas and thoughts 
is traced from picture writing through hieroglyphics, cu~ie­
form, ideographs, syllable writing and then to letters for 
e a ch sound . Printing is portrayed through the efforts of 
the Chinese, Gutenberg to the rotary press. 
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EGYP'"riAN CIVILIZATION 
Books 
Best., Susie M·., Steer For New Shores. Chicago: Beckley-
Cardy Company., 1929., 209 PP• 
average reading pronouncing glossary 
Presented as a moving picture pageant., the history 
from the days of £gyptian civilization through the period 
of exploration is here told. It portrays all periods of 
history in a manner that would interest the child. 
Gere 11 Frances Kent 11 Once ~pon A Time In Egypt. New York: 
Longmans 11 Green and ompany., 1937., 71 PP• 
easy reading 10 full page illustrations, 
6 of which are in color 
Merib and Jaty have many experiences together. 
Farming, hunting, marketing , and the king's palace are 
vividly pictured. Along with an accurate story, a great 
deal of Egyptian life has been presented. 
' The 'detail is elaborate, the style simple ••• 
Louise Seaman Bechtel, Horn Book Magazine 13: 376, 
November 1937. ---- ----
Meadowcroft., ilinid La Monte, The Gift of the River. New 
York: Thomas y. Crowell Company;-1937, 232 pp. 
easy reading well illustrated 
The story of the rise and fall of civilization in 
Egypt is here told in an interesting manner. The conooon 
people are portrayed as well as the rulers and ~eaders. 
Archaeological d iscoverie s are described in relation to 
historical events a nd characters. 
"The Gift of the River" is a presentation -for 
young er children of Egypt in the years from 6000-
609 B. c., so splendidly alive and vigorous that 
older boys and girls will not disdain it, a nd an 
adult can read it wi th pleasure. A. T. Eaton. New 
York Times, November 18., 1937, P• 12. 
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Morrison, Lucille, The Lost Queen of Egypt. New York: 
Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1937, 367 pp. 
diffi cult reading 
Ankhsenamon was a princess who ws.s destined to become 
the queen. She was a lovable child and she had an eventful 
and colorful career. ·s he married Tutankhamon and toge ther 
they ruled Egypt. What became of this queen is unknown. 
This st ory presents a vivid picture of the court life of 
this ancient .Egyptian kingdom. 
Against a background of the elaborate, colorful, 
and sophisticated civilization of Egypt 3,300 years 
ago is set t];le story of Princess Ankhsenamon, from the 
time she was fi ve until she was f ifteen or sixteen. 
There is a splendid vitality in this caref u1ly written 
story of Tutankhamon 1 s girl queen and what might have 
been her fate. Booklist 34:113, November 15, 1937. 
Charts 
Campbell, Edna Fay, Victor L· Webb , William L. Nida, The 
Old World Past and Present. Chicago: Scott, Foresman 
and Company;-f942, 582 PP• 
"The Story of Egypt" 
This pictorial hi E. tory time line covers the period 
from 4000 B· c. to Birth of Christ. A comparison line of 
pictures for Mesopotamia hist ory is al s o shown. Pictures 
illustrating Egyptian history are of the pyramids, The bes, 
Moses leading the Hebrews from Egypt, Assyrians in Egypt, 
and Alexander conquers Egypt. 
P• 43 Suggest use with opaque projector 
Southworth, Jol:m Van Duyn,"Time Line and Date Chart for 
All History." Syracuse: Iroquois Publishing Company, Inc. 
Date char t lists 60 dates. It is in vertical form. 
Dimensions: 8 1/2 11 x 32". 
Time l i ne is lithographed in seven col ors and is fully 
illustrated. The scale is 1 inch= 50 years. 
Dimensions: 8 1/2 11 x 10 1 1011 • 
Time span: 4500 B. c. to pre s en t. 
Folded size: 8 3/4 11 x 11 1/8"• 
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Exhibits 
Children's Museum Boston, Masse.chusetts 
"Egypt" Loan exhibit 
Ten cards with pictures and specimens of alabaster, 
bead necklace, dates, gum Arabic, frankincense, cotton, 
grains of wheat, lintels, rice, scarabs, ancient beads and 
amulets, and Egyptian alphabet. 
28 mounted pictures of Egypt 
Models 
bronze fi gurine 
clay Uahabti 
plaster cast of Kohl pot with cover 
plaster cast of head of a king 
fragment of decoration 
woven mat 
fan and fly whish 
Reali a 
shoe 
"From the Tombs of Ancient Egypt" 
Models 
in large showcase 
A wooden boat with rowers--made about 2000 B· c. 
Five men working in a beer brewery. They were sup-
posed to have power to continue working for their 
dead master in his after life. 
Miniature Egyptian figurines 
Reali a 
Amulets (charms) worn by the Egyptians for protection 
against sickness, accident, fire, and flood 
A pottery jar, a funerary statuette made about 2000 B. c. 
Bas relief and hieroglyphics on . limestone tablets 
Mummified Ibis--a sacred bird . It was as well taken 
care of as any princess because it was sacred. 
It was wrapped in the finest mummy cloth. 
Piece of mummy cloth made with bead mesh and winged 
scarab 
A descriptive picture. of a mummy and a mummy case 
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"Modern Egypt" in show case 
Reali a 
Specimens of modern dress, heaq dress, face veil, 
net shawl, fly whisk, and an appliqued panel of 
a sacred Ibis. These were to show the lack of 
change through the years. 
in show case 
Model of Cleopatra's bedroom developed from authentic 
original in Egyptian museum. Shows the kind of furniture 
used and the vi ew through the window shows the lands 9ape 
and pyramids • · · · 
Egyptian architecture fireplace in r oom 
Inscription and bas relief on f ireplace showing 
Winged Sun God, hieroglyphic writing, and fi gure of Seti I 
offering golden necklace to god Osiris. 
Museum of Fine Arts Bost on, Massachusetts 
There are fourteen rooms exhibiting Egyptian treasures. 
Some of the statuary works are of: 
Queen Hetep-heres II and her daughter Q.ueen 
Meresankh III--2600 B· c. 
Triple statue of Pen-Meru--different hair dress 
reveals the different offices of dignity he held. 
--2500-2480 B o Ce 
Pen-Meru Group--he is represented as an official, as 
a family man with his wife and t wo children--
taken from his tomb in Giza. 
King Mycerinus--alabaster statue fragment--2595-2570 B. c. 
King Mycerinus--best preserved colossal alabaster 
statue of the Old Kingdom. 
Many other statuary heads or miniature statues 
Goddess Hathor wi th King Mycerinus and the goddess of 
the Hare Name--2595-2570 B. c. 
Hu~e head of King Ramesses II--1298-1232 B. c. 
Ful l statue of King Ramesses II 
Iviummies 
Lady Nes-Nut-aat-n~rw--shows inner cartonage case and 
outer wooden · ~as e, linen shawls, t wo boxes con-
talning her favorit e faience shawabti figures. 
Shows beaded work on linen and the binding of the 
mummy. Color relief on outer case with pain ted 
face and painted r elief on inner case. 
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Munnny of a young girl with painted face--portrait of 
girl--Graeco-Roman ·period 
Princess Me rnua--silver mask and mummy trappings--
about 623 -568 B. c.--triple set of eyes and 
Mernua 1 s heart scarab--four faience shawabti 
figures which we re arranged around the walls of 
her burial charnl:;er-amulets found on her body. 
Linen shroud with portrait of deceased 
Replica 
Carrying-chair, curtain box, bed, and armchair cf 
Que en Hetep-Heres I, Mother of King Cheops,--
wo od and gilded copper, ·2680 B. c. 
Replicas by Joseph Gerte, Boston 
Excellent exhi bit of relief work, some of which are: 
Fragment of a boat scene--overseer leaning on staff, 
behind him is a heron on a crate and ge ese and 
duck. From Crown. Prince Ka-wab' s tomb--2640 B. c. 
Limestone Stela of ID1ufu-ankh· Commonly called the 
"False Door". Represented door through which 
deceased passed to acc 6pt offerings. Taken from 
tomb of Khufu-ankh at Giza--2555 B. c. 
Many other pieces of relief work in both lirrestone and 
colored sandstone 
The Goddess Rathor from Temple of Seti I 
King Seti I making offering to Osiris--excellent 
carving 
Many articles which have been taken from tombs are in wall 
show cases. Some of these are: 
Portrait face in plaster done ove r a mummy face 
Alabaster vases a nd bowls of various sizes 
Necklaces, bracelets, and earrings of silver, gold, 
and inlaid turquoise, lapis lazulin, and 
carnelian 
Alabaster models of food for food offerings 
Egyptian tapestry is on display in wall cases. 
Sarcophagus 
The inner and outer wooden sarcophagus from the tomb 
of Prince Dehuti-Nekht and his wife about 2000 B. c. 
These have painted relief work on the ~or 
side boards of each piece. The- bottoms of both 
the inner and outer sarcophagus are covered with 
hieroglyphics. 
OUter sarcophagus from Prl nce Dehuti-Nekht. It is taken 
apart giving an excellent view of the painted relief 
in colors and the hi eroglyphics. 
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Red granite sarcophagus of Queen Meresankh II--
painted relief decorations on the sides--2600 B. c. 
Sandstone sarcophagus of Tuthmosis I from tomb of 
Queen Hatsheput at Thebes--relief work on both 
outside and inside in red 
Sarcophagus of Ity (short for Khety) contains his 
mwmny in the original position. Painted relief 
on case--about 2260-2180 B. c. 
Inner and outer coffin and coffin lid cf Princess 
Henut-tawy--Excellent paintings in color on both 
sides of both coffins--about 1000 B. c. (loaned 
by Metropolitan Museum of Art, N. Y.} 
Funerary bed--frame of acacia wood, footboard of soft wood 
inlaid with ivory figures, head rest; some rawhide 
stringing still remains. 
Models from tombs--Representative s of necessities of daily 
life whiqh were placed in tombs. The purpose was to 
equip owner for the continuance of life after death. 
Models c ons isted of: boat and boatmen, grinding of 
grai!:l., farming, build ing of temples, and making of 
bricks. 
Procession of Offering Bearers 
One bearer with fan in one hand, vessel on shoulder 
Two bearers with burdens on heads and bird in right 
hand , 
One bearer with hands raised to shoulders. Taken 
from tomb of Denuti-Nekht 
Plaster cast of Rosetta S tone 
Jewelry room contains a large variety of jewelry in gold, 
carnelian, glass, necklaces, ear-rings and bracelets 
Book of the De.ad-.;.hieratic writing--papyrus pictures, from 
tomb of Ta-Amon 
Lal'ge wall paintings in color-- 113wamp and :Vesert Scenes, 11 
"Ptakhotep at Table," Ptalchotep Reviews his Flocks." 
Museum of Science Boston, Massachusetts 
11The Pyramid of King :Mycerinus" 
This diorama depicts the way in which the pyramid was 
built. There are 2500 figures used in it. Excellen t for 
insi ght into this work. 
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Ancient Egypt Part I 
black and whi t e 
Fil.mstri.ps 
S till. 
30 frame s , 15 of which are text 
Pictures cover a Theban mummy cas e , wooden chariot, 
three ceremonial chairs of 'l'hutmosis IV 1 Egyptian boat 1 
architecture and scene s of columns and pillars and re-
mains of templ es. 
Ancient Egypt Part II 
bJa ck and white 
Still. 
30 frames, 15 of which are t ext 
Pictures show the ruins of Rameses II temple, the 
use of columns in the construction of temples, ·the 
colonnades of portico surrounding court, and the temple 
built by Ptolemy and Cleopatra. 
An Egyptian Sc r ibe 1 1952 Curr. 
color 26 frames with tex t on ea ch frame 
Fret, an Egyptian boy, lived near Memph i s about the 
year 2 400 B· c. He was an apprentice to the chief scribe 
and traveled about Egypt recording the harves t and col-
lecting taxes. He n o t e s also the achi evements in agri-
culture, astronomy, linear me asurement, and the use of 
paper. 
The Development of Writing Univ. Mus. 
black and white 62 frames, 30 of which are text 
Tr~ ces the development of writing . Most of the 
filmstrip is devoted to the progre s s in writing as seen 
among the Egyptians, Fertile Crescent People s , Greeks, 
and· Romans. 
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Life Ancient Egypt 
black and white 
Univ. Mus .• 
5 8 frames, 26 of which are text 
Pictures cover carvings, vases, boats, furniture, 
palace interior carving s, and pets. The text e x plains 
the story of the pictures. 
Life in Egypt, 1950 Curr. 
color 28 frames; text on each frame 
Pictures the pyramids, Sphinx, and ruins of some 
of the temples. It c ontrasts early farming and irriga-
tion with that of today revealing the fact that their 
methods are still very primitive. 
Pyramids of Egypt Univ. Mus. 
black and white 52 frame s, 26 of which are text 
Pictures the floor plan, cross section views and 
completed views of the pyramids. Text and pictures 
explain how blocks of stone were cut and assembled in 
the construction of the pyramids. 
Flat Pictures 
Collins, Kleigh, Illustrator, "Early Civilization," I.c.p. 
5 pictures text 
This unit covers the Egyptians with pictures and 
text. The pictures are of authentic models and subjects. 
They show farming , travel on the Nile about 2000 B· c., 
making pottery, build ing a pyramid, and an Egyptian 
scribe. 
Courtellemont, Gervais, 11 Along the Banks of the Colorful 
Nile," Nat. Ge og ., 50: 323-338, September 1926. 
23 natural col or photographs no text 
These pictures are of the relics of the Egyptian 
civilization, some of which are: Temple of Arnmon, Hall 
of Columns, Hatshepsut' s Terraced Temple, images of 
Rameses II carved in rock, mummy cov e ring, blue mosque of 
Ibrahim Agha, and the pyramids. 
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Dennis, Alfre9, Pearce, '~The Land of Egypt," Nat. Geog., 
49: 271-298 , March 1926. 
11 black and white pictures text included 
Pictures contrast ancient Egypt with modern Egypt 
showing very little change. :Man y old d rawings are shown 
along with farming and us e of implement s and contrast of 
irrigation method s. 
Hayes, ¥illiam c., "Daily Life in Ancie n t Eg ypt," Nat. 
Geog . 80: 419-515, October 1941. 
32 full pag e color paintings text 
many black and white illustrations 
Pict~res illustrate life, culture and history of the 
Egyp tians. Each picture has full page text ex plaining . 
the picture. 
Knight, Charles R., "Parade of Life Through the Ag es," 
Nat. Geog . 81: 141-184, February, 1942. 
16 full pa ge color pictures text 
Pictures are of pre-hi storic animals and Neanderthal 
Men, Cro-MB.gnon··Men, Lake Dwellers, and primitive men. 
Price, Willard, 11 By Felucca Down the Nile, 11 Nat. Geog. 
77: 4 05-476, April 1940. 
16 full page color p~ctures 
T.he tex t and pictur e s contrast the anci e nt and modern 
Nile country. The pictures of the Sphinx , p yramids, ~nd 
interior - of the tombs showing the carvings and drawings 
are especially g ood . 
Williams, Maynard Owen, 11 At the Tomb of Tutankhamen," 
Nat. Geog . 43 : 461-508 , May 1923. 
26_full pag e duotone picture s text 
The p icture section titled "Egypt, Pa st and Present," 
has excellent pictures of a ncient Egypt. They cons i s t of 
a statue of King Tutaruchamen, a scene of excavation of tomb , 
sta tues of Rame se s II, scul p tured wall of the Temple of 
Seti I, the central aisle of the Temple at Karnak, the 
Sphinx, the tomb of Qu een Hat shepsut, the Temple of Kom 
Ombo, a nd some ancient sculpturing. 
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Kelty 1 Mary G· 1 Other Lands and Other Times. Boston: Ginn 
and Company 1 1 ~42 1 41 6 pp. 
11 Eg ypt and Fertile Crescent Areas 11 
Map g ood fer showing relation of these a reas. It is 
an outline map. 
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P• 104 Sug ges t use wi th opaque projector 
Motion Pictures 
Ancient iV orld Inheri tance, Education al Coll s. bora t or: Richard 
Parker 1 Uni ver s ity of Chicago, 1946, Cor onet. · 
b l a ck and white 16 Milo' sound 10 mi nutes 
A corr.pari s on is made of t h e f3a.!' ly accompli shme n ts of 
the Egyptians, Bablonians , Phoenicians 1 Gre eks, and Romans 
with t~a t of oill~ day in p lowing , weaving, pottery making, 
for g ing , paper n1aking, and roads. Th e development of the 
alphabe t, calendar, l a w-making and astronomy are pictured~ 
Life in the Nile Val ley, Educa'tional Collaborator: Jo[l_n 
------ ~ crarland, University of Illincis 1 1952, Coronet. 
b lack and white 16 MM sound lC minute s 
Film includes a map of t h e Nile Valley, pictures of 
Cairo, the pyrami ds, c.amel and boat travel, use of the 
shad oof and water wheel in contrast to modern Aswan Dam, 
grinding grain in a stone grinder, and an ancient wooden 
plow drawn by oxen. 
Music 
"The Queen Who Wanted to Live 1 11 Adventures in Research, 
Westinghouse, a rec.ord. 
This is the s tory of an Egypti an queen who desired 
that her tomb should be s o well guarded and concealed that 
it would nev e r be entered. To mislead any who might desire 
to enter her tomb she had another empty tomb guarded. 
FERTILE CRESCENT 
Books 
Alexander, Cecil Frances, 11The Burial of Moses," Poems. 
The poem is based on Deuteronomy 3: 6. It portrays 
the death and burial of Moses, and describes the day and 
the funeral procession. Moses is described as a brave 
warrior, a great noble, and the recipient of high honors. 
501-502 PP• 
Byron, George Gordon, 11 The Destruction os Sennacherib, 11 Poems. 
This is a descriptive poem of the attack of the 
Assyrians upon the Jews. 
353 -354 PP• 
Byron, George Gordon, "The Vision of Belshazzar, 11 Poems. 
The stGry is told in verse of the feast prepared by 
Belshazzar and the hand-writing which appeared on the wall 
fore te lling of the capture of Babylon. 
499 P• 
Ceder ., Ge orgiana Dorcas, Ann,. of Bethany. New York: Abingdon-
Cokesbury Pres s , 195r;-9opp. 
easy reading illustrated 
Ann sa.w three strangers approaching her home. They 
were the three men from the East who had been to see the 
Christ-Child. Because of t he news of Herod's attempt to 
kill the baby boys., Ann hid her baby brother. Ann is a. 
brave and likeable girl. . 
The simplicity and dignity of Hebrew village 
life, the hospitality of the people, and the respect 
given older members of a family are shown skilfully 
and wi thout too much emphasis. Mary Gould Davis, 
Saturday Review of Literature 34: 46, June 9 ., 1951. 
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Ceder, Georgiana Dorcas, Ethan, the Shepherd Boy. New York: 
Abingdon-Cokeabury Preas, 1~, 95 PP• 
easy reading well illustrated 
Ethan liveQ with his grandmother because his parents 
were dead. One night his grandmother died and he went in 
search of his one remaining kinsman, Arr~sa, the s hepherd. 
Amasa. was very sharp with him but his persistence at helf-
fulness finally won, and the hard heart of Amasa was 
softened and he grew to love Ethan. Ethan saw the Star 
and heard the message and went to the stable and saw the 
Christ-Child. Deep sympathy and admiration for Ethan are 
developed. 
Ethan's longing to be accepted by his uncle, his 
persistence in learning the ways of sheep and shepherds, 
and his role on the night of the great miracle ~re told 
in a tender, quiet but forceful story which should have 
wide appeal. Booklist 44: 269, April 1, 1948. 
Hodgdon, Jeannette Rector, The Enchanted Past. Boston: Ginn 
and Company, 1922, 225 PP• 
average reading illustrated 
This book contains some interesting accounts of the 
early Babylonians, Persians, and Hebrews which are not often 
related. Each chapter contains some poetry, prose and words 
of hymns of each race of people. Some of the material is 
taken from the Bible and some are proverbs and maxims. 
85-159 P~· 
Lau·, Josephine Sanger, Beggar Bl~ of Galilee. New York: 
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 4~ 192 PP• 
average reading illustrated 
Caleb, the beggar boy, went each day to the sea to 
catch fish to use for food for his blind father, Ba.rtimaeus. 
To each of them came contacts with people who were followers 
of Jesus. Their uneventful lives were changed because of 
these associations. 
Details of everyday living are as vividly por-
trayed as the actual contacts with the crowds follow-
ing Jesus and the glimpses of the Master himself. 
Miriam B. Snow, Library Journal 71: 1467, fictober 15, 
1946. 
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Lillie, Amy Morris, Nathan, Boy of Capernaum. New York: 
E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1945, 192 pp. 
average 12 illustrations 
One day Nathan saw a crowd of people surging along a 
road. He followed them and the :r• e he met Jesus. Thereafter. 
he had many contacts with Jesus and his life was changed. 
Refound the Master to be a strong, dynamic, and magnetic 
person; and also one who was kinci. and interested in children. 
I do not recall any story for children in which 
36 
the figure of J esus emerges with such radiant si~plicity 
as in this story of a 10-year-old boy who knew Him as 
healer, teacher, and friend •••• This is a wise and 
sensitive interpretation, beautifully scaled to a child's 
understanding, and one which illuminates t he life of 
those times. E. L. Buell, NewYork Times, March 25, 
1945, P• 26. 
Longfellow, Henry 'liiadsworth, "The 'Ihree Kings 1 " Complete Poetical Works of Henrt Wadsworth Lonefe~low. 
Boston: Houghton Miff' in Company, 18~3, 679 PP• 
The story of Melchior, Gaspar, and Baltasar, the three 
kings from the East, in search of the new-born King is here 
told. It relates their journey, description of the country, 
the people they met, and Herod's message to them. 
339-340 PP• 
Saxe, John Godfrey, "Solomon and the Bees," Poems. 
The story is told of the visit of the Queen of Sheba 
to Solomon because she had heard of his wisdom. This poem 
demonstrates his wisdom. 
290-291 PP• 
Charts 
Campbell, Edna Fay, Victor L· Webb, William L. Nida,. The 
Old World Past and Present. Chicago: Scott, ForeS:man 
and Company;-1942, 582 PP• 
Picture history chart 
A parallel picture history chart for Mesopotamia, 
Palestine, Poenicia, Egypt is shown. The culminating 
picture of all four empires is the conquering of each 
coui1try by Alexander the Great. It covers the period 
from 2000 B. c. to the Birth of Christ. 
P• 56 Suggest use with opaque projector 
Campbell, Edna Fay, Vi c tor L. Webb, William L· Nida, The 
Old World Past and Present. Chicago: Scott, ForeS:man 
and Company, 1942, 582 PP• 
ttrrhe Story of Mesopotamia" 
A picture history time line chart which covers the 
period from 4000 B· c. to the Birth of Christ is here shown. 
Pictures illustrate the leading events of this period. 
P• 21 Suggest use with opaque projector 
Exhibits 
Museum of Fine Arts Boston, Massachusetts 
Brass candlesticks inlaid with silver 
Illuminated pages 
Quran--a number of pages from the Quran and in 
different languages of this area 
The Hadikat Al-Hakika--which means The Garden of 
Truth, beautiful illuminated work 
Shah Nama--which means The Book of the Kings 
All of this work is beautifully done and outstanding 
in illumination. 
Jewelry 
ear-rings of fine gold work 
Pottery 
Alabaster water jar 
Beautiful bowls and jars of various sizes and shapes 
Attractive irridescent transparent glass goblets 
Glass lamp decorated in colored enamels and gold. 
Has verse from the Quran inscribed upon it in 
blue. 
Lustred bowl 
Tapestry 
"Solomon and :~ueen of Sheba" was made by Apollonio 
Di Giovanin and portrays the event in the life 
of the Queen of Sheba's visit to Solomon to 
learn first hand of his great wisdom. 
Tombstone--engraved with low relief and contains a passage 
from the Quran 
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Filmstrips 
A Babylonian Schoolboy1 1952 Curr. 
color 26 frames with tex t on each frame 
Kuri is shown1 by his father and his teacher1 the 
importance of learning. Mesopota~mia, about 600 B· C. 1 is 
here shown as a tour is made with Kuri. The shops 1 build-
ings1 merchants 1 court1 and code of laws are here portrayed. 
Arab Villages 1 1950 Curr. 
color 26 frames with text on each frame 
The types of homes 1 manner of dress 1 types of occupation 
such as herders 1 farmers 1 and fishermen are here pictured. 
The bazaars reveal the mode of trade and wares for trade. 
Life in Israel, 1950 Curr. 
color 22 frames with t ext on each frame 
The three religions 1 Christianity1 Judaism1 and 
Mohammedanism are here portrayed. The chief occupation, 
agriculture, is carried on much as it was centuries ago. 
Some buildings from the period of the Crusades are also 
shown. 
Flat Fictures 
Cameron1 George G. 1 11 Darius Carved His tory on Ageless Rock111 
Nat. Geog. 98: 825-8441 December 1950. 
20 black and white pictures text included . 
Pictures some of the carvings which were made in the 
days of Darius. 
Collins, Kleigh1. Early Civilization 
5 pictures text 
This unit pictures a Babyl onian merchant about 1900 
B· c., Assyrian warriors, the city of Babylon about 600 B.c. 1 
a picture entitled The Lord. Is My Shepherd1 and the 
Phoenician traders. 
38 
Ravensdale, Baroness, 11 0ld and New Persia," Nat. Geog. 
76: 325-356, September 1939. 
8 colored pictures, 6 black and white text 
39 
Shows the Moslems in their dress, their temples and 
minarets. The mosaics, as seen in their temples, are pictured. 
Schaeffer, Claude F. A., "Secvets from Syrian Hills, 11 
Nat. Geog. 64: 96-126, July 1933. 
40 black and white pictures of various sizes text 
Many of the objects uncovered by excavators are 
pictured and the text tells of the findings and discusses 
the alphabet and the dictionaries of 3000 ye ars ago. 
Simpich, Frederick, 11 Change Comes to Bible Lands," Nat. 
Geog. ?4: 695-754, December 1938. 
15 full page black and white pictures 
16 color pictures 
These pictures show the dress and the mode of trans-
portation of the people of this area, and reveals how very 
little they have changed in centuries. They give a good 
understanding of the people of the Fertile Crescent Area. 
Speiser, E. A., "Ancient Mesopotamia: A Light That Did Not 
Fail," Nat. Geog. 99: 40-105, January 1951. 
12 black and white pictures 
24 paintings in full color 
text for each picture 
Excellent material and pictures covering life in 
Mesopotamia. 
Cutright, Prudence, w. w. Charters, Walter Lefferts, 
Livin~ Together in the Old World . New York: The 
MacMi lan Company, ~3, 478 PP• 
This is an excellent map which shows the Fertile 
Crescent as a shaded area. The ancient names are shown 
for the cities. 
P• 57 Suggest use with opaque projector 
Music 
Crowninshield, E thel--English version by, "An Ancient 
Legend, 11 T. and H. 
This song t ells of the ancient story of One who 
would come i n gl0ry and power. 
P• 79 
Curtis, Christine Turner, English version by, "Sing We 
Noel," T. and H. 
A lovely Christmas carol which tells of the Birth 
of Christ. It has a harmonious melody. 
I 
P• 80 
Davis, Blanche N., 11 Th~ee Kings,'' T. and H. 
The experiences of the Tl].ree Wise Men in the:tr journey 
to Bethlehem are here told in song. 
PP• 80-81 
Ford, Frances, adapted by, nwhen Night Hung Deep," T. and H. 
The account of the lUrth of Christ in a manger and 
the announcement made by angels is here expressed in song. 
P• 86 
Garnett, Louise Ayres, tt·Who Will Buy, 11 Glenn, Mabelle 
(or et. al.) Blending Voices. Boston: Ginn and 
Company,~936, 2o7 PP• 
The song tells of a Syrian who tried .to sell figs and 
olives. It :t·s also c1escriptive of the country side. 
PP• 60-61 
Handel, George F.Pederick, 11He Shall Feed His Flock", 
Beattie, John w. (or et. al.) The American Singer. 
New York: American Book Company, 1951, 248 PP• 
A chorus taken from the oratli>r.io "The Mes s iah" and 
portrays one pha se of the Life of Christ. 
PP• 112-113 
40 
Rowe, Sidney, 11 Song of Hope," Armitage , Theresa, (or et. al.) 
editors, A Singing School~ . Music Every-\vhere. - BoSton: 
c. c. Birchard and Company, 1943, 218 pp . 
'rhis is a traditional Hebrew melody f r om Palestine,. 
It te lls of the Hebrew's hope and faith and is a call to 
march f orward to the goal. 
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GREEK CIVILIZATION 
Books 
Blackstock, Josephine, Wings for Nikias. Eau Claire, 
vVisconsin: E. :M . Hale and Company, 1942, 181 PP• 
average reading 
Nikias loved the shepherd iDemetrios, who told him 
stories of the Greek heroe s . f he war came and Nikias 
bravely •carried food to Demetrios, who was a scout. 
Nikias met the enemy but bravely mislead them a nd saved 
Demetrios and the army. As a reward his greatest wish 
wa s gran ted--a ride in ap airplane. 
' I 
Background of village life in present-day 
Greece and brave spirit of its people make this 
a timely item. Margaret M. Clark , Library Journal 
67: 1068 , December 1, 1942 ~ 
Byron, George Gordon, "The Isl e s of Greece," Poems. 
Thi s is a de s criptive poem of the developments of 
the Greek civilization, the pri de of Greece. 
P• 354 
Church, Alfred .r., "Achilles, F'amous Leader of the Greeks," 
Gray, William s . and Edna B. Liek, El s on-Gray Basic 
Readers. Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1937, 
465 PP• 
I Helen, the most beautiful woman, was taken from Gre ece 
by Paris. r he Greeks fought for many ye ars in an effort to 
gain Helen's release. The events in the turn of the battle, 
Patroclus death, and Achilles' revenge are here told for 
the benefit of children. 
PP• 3 60-380 
42 
43 
Colum, Padraic, The Children's Homer, The Adventures of 
Odys~ and The Tale of Troy. New York: The MaCMillan 
Company, 1918, 254 PP• 
average reading 51 full page illustrations 
8 pictures in co~or 
Telemachus, as a boy, went in search for Odysseus. The 
wanderings of Odysseus, his adventures, and his final return 
home are recounted . Only Argos, his faithful dog, recognized 
him until Odysseus chose to reveal his identity. 
Haaren, John H., and A· B. Poland, Famous Men of Greece. 
New York: American Book Company, 190~265 pp . 
easy reading 37 f ull page black and white pictures 
The biographies are simply told but in an interesting 
style. The book contains brief biographies of Greek gods 
and the leading Greek characters such as: Pericles, Socrates, 
Demosthenes, Aristotle, and two great military leaders who 
featured in Greek history--~hi1ip and Alexander the Great. 
Hall, Jennie, Men of Old Greece. Boston: Little, Brown and 
Company, rgz4;-2~pp. 
easy reading illustrated 
Biographies of Leonida s, Themistocles, Phidias, and 
Socrates are related in this book. They are interestingly 
written employing much c onversa tion in the stories. 
Tappan, Eva March, Old World Hero Stories. ' Boston: 
Houghton Miff1Ii1"'Company;r-l939, 233 PP• 
average reading illustrated 
A collection of biographical sketches of some of the 
most prominent r1en from early Greek his tory down through 
the seventeenth century are related in this book. 
Charts 
Campbell, Edna Fay, Victor L. Webb, William L. Nida, The 
Old World Past and Present. Chicago: Scott, Foresman 
and Company, 1942, 582 PP• 
"The Story of Greece" 
Parallel time line for Phoenicia, Greece, Persia from 
about 1500 B. c. to Birth of Christ. A wide strip of pic-
tures depicts the outstanding events in Greek his t ory. 
P• 109 Suggest use with opaque projector 
Pictorial chart of land 
This picture chart depicts the cond ition of the land 
of Greece--more than one-half of the land is mountains, 
one-tenth is pasture land, two tenths is forest and orchards, 
and less than two tenths can be used for farming. Each 
section of the chart is illustvated. 
P• 168 Suggest use' with opaque projector 
Exhib'its 
Children's Museum Boston, Massachusetts 
"Ancient Greece" 
:Models 
Cork model of Temple of Concord 
Greek designs 
Head of Hygeia, goddess of health 
Winged horse pictured on ladle 
Realia 
in show case 
Amphora--used to store wine, corn, honey, and oil 
"Ancient Rome and Greece" loan exhibit 
See secticn on Roman Civilization for description of 
this exhibit. 
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Mus eura of Fine Arts Boston1 Massachusetts 
Base of a candelabrum 
Figurines--ca.o;e of twenty-eight angel figurines about four 
inches in size. Taken from a Greek tomo. 
Intaglios and cameos in show case 
Dexan1enos was the foremost gem engraver and worked 
during the Periclean age. He is attributed 
with the engraving of most of the intaglios. 
Jewelry 
gold ear-rings, pendant, , funerary diadem, clasp of 
a girdle 1 links from necklace 1 and buttons 
Victory driving ear-rings--chariot made in detail 1 
Victory is wearing ear-rings and bracelets, and 
horses are prancing. ' From the fi f th century B. c. 
Model of the Akropolis of Athens 
The following sites a r e shown: 
Dionysiac Theatre 
Erechtheion 
Odeion cf Heredes Alicus 
Parthenon 
Propylaia 
Site of the Old Temple of Thena 
Site of the statue of Athena 
Standard of dry measures 
Large piece of limes tone with five different size, 
bowl-shaped holes in which measuring was done. 
Taken from the market place at As s os. 
Statues 
Aphrodite--head statue 1 also a mirror stand statuette 
with Gupids at her shoulders facing her face 
Head statues of a number of gods, goddesses, Greek 
young girls and young men 
Heracles--full figure statue, also a head statue 
Homer--head statue which portrays him as an old man 
and as blind 
Zeus--head statue 
Snake goddess--statuette--made of ivory with gold 
trimmings--about sixth century B. c. 
Sphinx--form of a l ion sitting upon lyre shaped form. 
·The head is missing. Color used on it is still 
prese r ved. Used to ~~ard occupants of tombs. 
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Vases 
"Archaic" style vases of various s.izes and shapes 
with scenes of Greek life and gods 
Colossal Vases--huge vases with relief carvings on 
the sides--seventh century B. c. 
11Volute-Krater"--vase in bronze with scene of 
11Athenian soldiers leaving rel.atives 11 --450 B· c. 
Kantharos--cup with tall, thin handles, decorated on 
both sides 
Variety of dishes, bowls, vases, and pottery of 
decorated bronze in various shapes and sizes--
3000-1100 B. c. 
Filmstrips 
An Athenian Family, 1951 Curr. 
color 26 frames with text en each frame 
The role of an Athenian citizen is portrayed. as the 
routine of Cleon's life is pictured. He is shown as he 
visits the market place and buys food, discusses philosophy, 
and votes in the Assembly. The details of a religious 
ceremony are also shovm. 
Finding Ancient Ruins, 1950 Curr. 
color 26 frames with text on each frame 
The tedious and painstaking work of the archeologists 
is here shown. Large buildings, temples, theaters, and 
bits of broken materials are also included. 
The Glory That Was Greece, 1950 Curr. 
color 26 frames with text on each fram.e 
Pictured are ancient Athens, the Agora, ~orship, 
festivals, temples, the remains of the Acropolis, and 
architecture showing the three styles of columns--Doric, 
Ionic, and Corinthean. 
46 
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Learning From Ancient Ruins, 1950 Curr. 
color 26 frames with text on each frame 
Shown here are some of the bits of pottery, sculpture, 
and ruins, and how the pieces are fitted together. Also is 
shown the procedure for making models of ancient buildings. 
Olympic Glory, 1952 Curr. 
color 26 frames with text on each frame 
The emphasis upon education, the Greek boys• duties 
as citizens, the Ol~~pic games, and the countryside are 
here depicted as we observe Milo's s:!hooling and training. 
The Wanderings of Odysseu~, 1946 Pict • F. I. 
Am.ericolor 100 frames 
The adventures and wanderings of Odysseus over a 
period of ten years and his final return home are vividly 
portrayed. 
Flat Pictures 
Ancient Greece and Rome, Compton's Pictured Teaching Materials, 
Chicago, Illinois: F. E. Compton and Company. 
6 pictures text 
The pictures cover Athens, costume, home life, 
activities of the Greek citizen, drama, festivals, and 
Greek workers. The text explains each plate. 
Collins, Kleigh, Early Civilization 
7 pictures 
r.c.p. 
tex t 
This unit covers pictures of Greece showing a school 
of Athens, Ol ympic games, a Greek comedy, a street in Athens, 
a dinner scene, and a farm. Tex t covers these areas. 
Genthe, Arnqld, 11Ageless Luster of Greece and Rhodes," 
Nat. Geog. 73: 477-492, April 1938. 
16 full page Duotone pict~res 
The pictures are of Greece in ancient days, and the 
aspects in which it is unchanged by the passing of the 
centuries. 
Nevils, w. Coleman, 11 Augustus-..:Emperor and Architect," 
Nat. Geog. 74: 535-556, October 1938. 
8 full page black and white pictures tex t 
The old Roman buildings and Rome in Augustus• time 
are here portrayed. Text discusses Augustus as ruler of 
Rome. 
Nevils, w. Coleman, "Hora ce--Classic Poe t of the Country-
side,11 Nat. Geog. 68: 770-795,. December 1935. 
9 full page black and white pictures text 
The -pictures and text are concerned with modern and 
ancient Rome, and especially the life of Horace and his 
writihgs. 
Starr, Benjamin F., Life in Ancient Greece r.c.p .. 
16 picture s text 
The unit contains pictures of Athens, the Acropolis, 
the market in Athens, a Greek home, morning in the Peri-
styl e, a Greek banquet, Olympic games, Olympia, Sparta, 
gymnastic exercises of the Spartan youth, Theater of 
Dionysus, Greek costume, and architecture. 
Williams, Maynard Owne , uNew Greece, the Centenarian, 
Forges Ahead, 11 Nat. Geog . 58: 650-721, December 1930. 
52 illustrations of which 40 are color text 
Pictured are the Parthenon, ancient stadium, Temple 
to Athena Vic tory, s ta tues used in the Theate r of Dionysus, 
Poseidon's Temple, Gate of the Li ons, the Grave Circle at · 
Mycenae, and Sparta. 
4 8 
Maps 
Kelty, Mary G.~ Other Lands and Other Times. Boston: 
Ginn and Comp·any, 1942 , 416 PP• 
11Alexanderts Empire" 
The area of the empire is shaded and the order ~n 
which Alexander c onquered the territories is shown by an 
arrowed line. 
P• 254 Suggest use with opaque projector 
Motion Pictures 
Ancient Greece, Educational Collaborator: El mer Louis 
Kayser, The George Washingtc.n University, 1952, 
Coronet. 
black and white 16 MM sound 10 minutes 
49 
The film shows the Parthenon, Sparta as a city-state, 
the Acropolis, and· the i ndustry of Greece and its i mportance. 
The secret ballot and Greek influence on arithmetic, geography, 
history and democracy are emphasized. 
Music 
~To Apollo, Engli sh translator, c. F . A?dy Williams. 
Palestrina Choir, Nic ola A. Montani, director. 
Camden, New J ersey: R. c. A· Manufacturing Company, 
inc., Victor record.#20896-A. 
This song was compose d in a competiti on to honor the 
Delphic Apollo. 
11 Samioti s sa 11 , Gre ek Folk Song , Be a ttie, John Vi . (or e t. al. ), 
The America n Si nger. New York: Arrrerican Book Company, 
l 951, 248 PP• 
The welc ome home of a t raveler is here told in song. 
The beauty of t he f i g and olive blos s oms, which are pre-
velant in Greece, are also portrayed. 
P• 146 
nThe Shepherd Boy," Greek Mountain Song , Beattie, John w. 
(or et. al.), The American Singer. New York : 
.Arlle r ican Book Company, 1951, 248 PP• 
As the mountain shepherd boy plays upon his flute he 
dreams of his home. This story is herein set to music. 
P• 51 
S tevens, David, 11 Ye Sons of Greece, Arise 111 Armitage, 
'rheres a , (or~· al.~ editors, A Singing School--
Music Everywhere. Boston: c. c. Birchard and Company, 
1943, 218 PP• 
This is as ong about the brave deeds of the Greeks, 
especially mentioning the Spartans. 
P• 80 
50 
RO~~ CIVILIZATION 
Books 
Benson~ Sally, Stories of the Gods and Heroes. New York: 
The Dial Press~ 1940,~6 PP• 
average reading 11 full pag e illustrations 
S ome of the stories f ound in The Age of Fable~ by 
Thomas Bulfinch, have here been retold ih more simplified 
language. Some of , the stories have been greatly shortened 
but are told i n an interesting manner. Pand ora, Apollo, 
King Mida s, Cupid~ the Golden Fleece~ Orpheus, Trojan War, 
and a dventures of Ulysses become real to the reader. 
Children will find this easier and more compelling 
re ading than many other versions. A. 1.1 . Jordan, me 
Hor~ Book Magazine 17: 30, January 1941. 
Bond, Guy L·~ and Ivlarie c. Cuddy~ "The Adventures of 
Hercules, 11 Stories To Remember. Chicago: Lyons and 
Carnahan~ 1951, 440 PP• 
The expe1•iences of Hercules in finding the garden of 
Hesperides in order to obtain three g olden apples for the 
king is related. His enc ounters with the Old Man of the 
Sea and Atlas are vividly narrated. 
~P· 405-417 
Church, Alf r·ed J.~ uThe Wanderings of Ulyss e s~u Gray, 
Williams. and Edna B. Liek, Elson-Graf Basic Readers. 
Chicago: Scott Foresman and Company, 937. ----
The wanderings and adventure s of Ulysses are narrated 
in an interesting manner. His encounters with Polyphemus, 
his craftiness in his various episod es, his final return 
home~ and thedisclosure of his identity are vividly related . 
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Lau, Josephine Sanger, Slave Boy in Judea. New York: 
Abingdon-Cokesbury Pres s , 1953, 189 pp. 
av erage reading illustrated 
Madoc, a native of Gaul, was captured by the Romans 
and sold as a slave to a Roman centurion. Madoc promised 
himself that someday he would be f r ee and he would gain 
his mother's freedom for her. He had many exciting experi-
ences while attempting to escape from his master. Finally 
he and his mas te1 .. met some followex•s of Jesus and their 
lives were changed. 
Characterization is good and there is enough 
suspense to sustain the interest of fifth grade 
readers. L. R. Markey, Library Jour~al 78: 818 , 
May 1, 1953. 
Lawrence, Isabelle, 1I'he Gift of the Golden Cup. New York: 
The Bobbs-Merrirr-Oompany, l946, 288 PP• 
Atia, Julius Caesar's t welve year old niece, was 
especially interested in pirates because her brother, after 
his wedding, would sail with the . Rama~ fleet. Members of 
her fmaily escorted Quintus and h~ s bride to the secret 
harbor where his ship was waiting. Vlhile they were away 
Atia and Galus, her brother, were captured by the pirates. 
The story of her rescue, her adventures in Athens, and h e r 
be trothal are na~:ra ted. -
Social and r eligious customs are explained without 
pedantry, and the long-dead scene comes vividly alive. 
N. B. Baker 1 New York •rimes 1 May 26, 1 946, p. 31· 
Lowell, James Russ ell, 11 The Finding of the Lyre," Harris, 
Ada Van Stone a nd Charles B. Gilbert, Poems £l Grades~ 
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1907 1 347 PP• 
VVhile walking along the seashore, Me rcury, stepped 
upon an empty t ortoise shell, which had lain there until 
there was nothing left within it save a few tightly drawn 
sinews. . ~s his foot struck it, the shell gave . forth a 
musical sound which charmed the god and from which he made 
a real stringed instrument. 
PP• 179-180 
52 ' 
\ 
Macaulay, Thomas Babington, 11Horatius At the Bridge ," _ 
Stevenson, Burton, The Home Book of Verse for Young 
F.oll!s. New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1915, 672 PP• 
The account of the battle fought to save Rome is here 
retold in verse. Horatius offered to save his city by his 
defense of the bridge which cros sed the Tiber . River. He 
finally saved hi s life by jumping into t he river and swim-
ming to saf e ty. 
PP• 451-461 
Snedeker, Caroline Dale, The Forgotten Dau~hter. New York : 
Doubleday, Doran a nd Company, Inc., 1 33 , 309 PP• 
Ch loe was · a daught er of a Roman patrician who deserted 
her. Her mother, A Greek, had died when Chloe was v e ry 
s mall, theref ore she spent her childhood as a slave. A 
chance meeting with a Roman of h igh birth ended in a ro~ance 
and marriage. This brought happiness to her sad life. 
There is an excel l ent plot, well-drawn characters, 
a nd a love story told with i n'agi nation a nd charm. 
A. T. Ea t on, New Yor k Times, p ecember 31, 1933, P• :_ l;t. 
----· 
Charts 
Campbell, Edna Pay, Victor L· Webb, William L. Nida., The 
Old World Past and Present. Chicag o: Scott, Foresman 
and Company, 1942 , 582 PP• 
11 The Story of Rome"· 
A parallel time line is here given for Carthage, Rome, 
Gre ece, and the Barbarian Tribes wi th the emphasis on Rome. 
A wide picture strip covers t he rise a nd f all of Rome from 
about 1000 B· c. to 500 A· D. 
P• 147 Sugge s t use with opaque projector 
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Exhibits 
Children's Museum Boston, Massachusetts 
"Ancient Rome" in large show case 
Model 
Ruins of temple of Castor and Pollux in Roman Forum 
Reali a 
Cooking fork and s poon 
Mirror made of polished bronze--Etruscans excelled in 
metal work 
Mosaic from the Baths of Caracalla 
Oil flask 
Pottery--drinking cup called Kylix--also used to store 
wine, corn; honey 
Sandal--made out of rushes 
Terra cotta ~amp 
"Ancient Rome and Greece" loan exhibit 
22 pictures showing the art and life of ancient Rome and 
Greece 
Contains nine ca r ds with pictures and specimens of 
murex shell, obsidian, lava with coin, terra cotta head, 
,Greek miniature vase, Roman head in plaster relief , temple 
·of Sibyl in plaster relief, plaster relief~ tear glass 
bottle. 
Maps 
Greece 
Roman Empire 
Model 
bronze lamp 
copy of Roman pitcher 
double head in marble 
Greek doll in native costume 
Roman doll in native costume 
Realia 
marble from Bath of Caracalla 
piece of mosaic 
Roman tile 
54 
Museum of Fine Arts Boston~ Massachusetts 
Relief 
Pers on playing upon the lyre 
Thre e-sided r elief in marble. 
in the ·middle and the r e 
each end of the relief. 
A fi gure with wings is 
are twc women~ one at 
Roman coins in show case 
Roman lamps of various sizes 
Sarcophagus with carvings en the inside and out. 
Sta tue s 
Vases 
Augustus--head statue 
Figurine statuettes--terra cotta 
Many he ad a ta tue s of Homan youth , 
Roman portrait--The face is very natural~ the eyes 
' · have keen expre s si on~ and t he hair lines are 
well defined. 
S tatue of a woman of the Roman Augustan period 
Arretine P,ottery--dating from 40 B. C.-- A· D. 60. 
Bell Kra t er and Kolynx--beautiful pictures on the 
sides portraying Roman life 
Col~-Handled Kra ter--Pictures on the sides are of 
Dionysos and Silen 
Many shapes and si zes of vas e s~ bowls~ and dishes 
with decora t ions on the sides. 
Filmstrips 
Ancient Roman Life 
black and white 
Still. 
16 frames with tex t on each f r ame 
The scenes in this f ilmstrip are taken from an authentic 
moti cn picture covering this period. Scenes from the lives 
of emperors ~ soldier s ~ and citi zens of Ancient Rome are here 
shown. 
Ancient Rome~ Part I 
black and white 
Still. 
14 f r ames with tex t on each frame 
Scene s of the Tiber River~ a Roman general riding to 
war in a two whe el chariot~ the Laocoon group of aqueducts~ 
Arch of Titus~ ruins of many temple s ~ sacrificing of animals 
to gods " rostra and columns of Temple of Sa turn~ the palace 
of Sena tors, and Arch of Septimius Severus are pictured in 
thi s f ilms t rip. 
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Still. Ancient Rome, Part II 
black and white 14 frames with text en each frame 
Pictured here are temples, wells, roads , houses, and 
courtyards of Ancient Rome, many of which remain today. The 
temple built . to the twin gods--Castor and Pollux, two story 
brick house of Vestal and the courtyard, the Sacred Way, the 
Arch of Titus, the Porum, and the Colosseum are typical 
scenes. 
A Roman Centurian, 1952 Curr. 
color 26 frames with text on each frame 
Rufus, an old soldier, told his son the reas ons for the 
Roman Empire's greatness. He had seen the building of roads, 
bridges, aqueducts, and the army along with the peaceful 
occupation of the conquered territories. These are all . 
explained by picture and text. 
,&_Roman family, 1952 Curr. 
color 26 frames with text on each frame 
The home life of Roman children is depicted by Marcus 
and Julia. Marcus is shown with his Greek slave tutor and 
his father in the court, the Forum, and at the baths. Julia 
is · tutored by her mother and also taken shopping by her. 
Pictures shew 11i tus, the father 1 as ·he is elected to the 
Senate, and later as he takes his family to the theater. 
Flat Pictures 
Albrecht, Florence Craig, 11 The Splendor of Rome, 11 Nat. Geog . 
41: 5'93-626, June 1922 . 
20 full page black and white pictures text 
Good pictures of Ancient Rome with scenes of the 
Holiest Way, Triumphal Arch of Constantine, Roman Forum, 
the Appian Way, Pantheon, Rotunda of the Pantheon, and the 
Colosseum are found here. 
Ancient Greece and Rome, Compton's Pictured Teaching 
Materials, Chicago, Illinois: F. E. Compton and 
Company 
6 pictures t~xt 
The pictures include scene s of roads and shops, 
Forum and the people, . homes, workers and their tools, 
soldiers, builders, recreation and religion in the 
Roman Empire. The text explains each plate. 
Nevils, w. Coleman, "The Perennial Geographer," Nat. Geog. 
58: 438-465, October 1930. 
29 black and white pictures, 8 of which are full page 
The picture s and text deal with Vergil and Rome of 
his day. 
Patrie, John, "Italy's Monuments Tell Rome's Magnificence,u 
Nat. Geog. 77: 371-378, March 1940. 
8 pages of colored pictures 
The pictures are especially good of some of the 
ancient Roman sta tues, .ruins of the Forum, Temple of 
Apollo, public baths, and Pisats Leaning Tower. 
11 Rome 11 , Life 21: 62-69, July 1, 1946. 
The paintings by Michelangelo on the ceiling of the 
Sistine Cathedral are s hown. The pictures consist of 
Bible scenes, some of which are: "The Flood," 11 Jeremiah," 
and scenes from Noah's life. 
Shaw, Helen K., 0 Life of Ancient Rome," I.c.p. 
16 pictures text 
This serie s covers the Triumphal Arch, Roman Empire 
map, city of Rome--A.D. 275, Forura chariot race in the 
Circus Maximus, the Baths, banquet, interior of Roman 
home, shops, theater, travel, and the Partheon. 
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Knowlton, Dani el c., Our Pas t in Western Europe. Bost on: 
American Book Company, 1933 , 346 PP• 
"The Barbarians Conquer the Roman World" 
This map s h ow s are a s where the Goths, East Goths, 
West Goths, and Nortmnen lived and the route taken by the 
Huns as they invaded Europe. Pictures of people and objects 
make t his an interes t ing and instructive map. 
P• 28 Suggest use with opa que projector 
Moor e , Clyde B., (or e t. al.), Building Our World. New York: 
Charle s Scribner's Sons, 1948, 503 PP• 
"Mi grations of t h e Rarly Tribes of .b\lrope 11 
A full page map shows the routes followed by the Goths, 
Vandals, Anglo-Saxons, Lombards, Burgundians, and the Franks. 
The Roman Empire i s shown by the shaded are a . It is divided 
into the 'W estern and Easte r n Roman Empires. 
P• 163 Suggest use with opaque projector 
O'Shea, M. v., The World Book. Chicag o: w. F. Quarr i e and 
Company, 1928, 8: 50~ 
"Ancient Rome" 
An excellent map of the ancient city of Rome which 
shows scme of the i mportant streets such as the Appian 
Way and the -s acred Wa y. The s even hills are named and 
the Colosseum, the Arch of Con s tan tine 1 the Porum, the 
Circus :Maximus, the Theater, the Pantheon, the Temple of 
Diana, the Aqueducts, the Baths, and the 'l'emple of Vesta 
are located by the us e of appropriate pictures as well as 
the names of each. 
Suggest use with opaque projector 
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:Motion Pictures 
Ancient Rome, Educational Collaborator: I. Ow~n Foster, 
Indiana University, 1949, Coronet. 
black and white 16 MM sound 10 minut e s 
Herein is pictured a map of the Roman Empire, Roman 
roads, Triumphal Arch, ruins of the Forum. and. also a model 
of it in ancient days, ruins of temples, statues of Marcus 
Aurelius and Augustus, Co l isseum, furnishings within homes, 
arnphi thea tel~, a queduc t s, and dome r oof. · 
59 
MIDDLE AGES 
Books 
Alden, Raymond M., "Knights of the Silver Shield,u 
Laidlaw Basic Readers. Book V Laidlaw Brothers, Inc., 
1941, 448 pp"7 
easy reading 
The story is about the knlght's shield which became 
bright8r a s he di d brave deeds. A golden star appeared in 
the center of it when he did a particularly difficult deed. 
The shield would become dull upon any acts of cowardice. 
It has excellent teaching value in characte r building 
qualities. 
PP• 168 -178 
Baldwin, Sidney, Robin Rides Awat. Evanston, Illinois: 
Row, Peterson ana Company, 934, 256 PP • 
average reading illustrated 
Robin, by his quick thinking and courageous acting, 
saved Lady Je s s ica from the plot of Duke Gregory's wickeQ 
enemies. Robih played the part of Lady Jessica through 
many adventurous experiences. The book portrays the manners 
and customs of former days in the Old World. 
Baldwin, Sidney, Young Prince Hubert. Evanston, I l linois: 
Row, Peterson and Company, 1931, 230 PP• 
average illustrated 
The story takes place in feudal .E;ur0p~. Hubert was 
a selfish and peevish prince. Because· his father, the king , 
feared the kind of a king he would someday become, he was 
sent away to learn to "live" like other people. Through 
the passing years he developed integrity, responsi bility, 
thoughtfulness for others and for ge tfulness of self. His 
growth of charac te r pleased the king. 
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Barbour~ Harriot Buxton~ Old English Tales Retold. New York: 
The MacMillan Company::--1925, 245 PP• 
average reading illustrated 
pronouncing glossary 
Twelve of the famous tales of early England, as told 
by the early bards, are told in a vivid and interesting 
style. They range in point of time from Beowulf to the stories 
about King Arthur. 
Carrington~ M· and c. E., A Pageant of Kings and Queens. 
New York: 'l•he MacMillan Company, f937, 96 PP• 
average reading illustrated 
The story is told of English kings from Alfred's boy-
hood days and his trip to Rome through the eighteEnth 
century. 
'"It reads easily and happily, making a continuous 
s!;ory rather than a succession of incidents. ·" May 
Lamberton Becker~ New York Herald Tribune Books, 
April 18, 1937, p.~ 
Cook, Eliza, 11 King Bruce and the Spidel", u Stor;y and Verse 
for Children. New York: The MacMillan Company, 1940, 
857 PP• 
The poem pertains to the experience which King Bruce 
had with the spider from which he learned the lesson of 
persistence. The result was that Bruce won the battle. 
pp. 173-1 ~'4 
Dalgliesh, Alice, Long Live the Kingl New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1937, 76 PP• 
very easy reading well illustrated 
Short stories of kings and queens beginning with 
Alfred as a boy. It contains stories of Alfred, Canute, 
William the Conqueror, Richard the Lion Heart, and Queen 
Elizabeth. 
The simplicity of the stories and the gay royal 
aspect of the pictures will make the book of wide 
appeal. Booklist 33: 313, June, 1937. 
61 
Eaton, Jeanette , w. Linwood Chase, Allan Nevins, Leaders 
in Other Lands. Bost on: D. c. Heath and Company, 1950, 
3'10 PP• 
easy reading illustrated 
Interesting and vivid biographies of some of the 
people who have helped civilization are here portrayed. 
The first three chapters are of especial interest for 
this period. These chapters tell the story of Jeanne 
d'Arc, Gutenberg, and Leonar do da Vi nci. A pronouncing 
key is in the index. -
PP• 1-105 
Well-written, fictionized, biographical sketches. 
Booklis t 46: 278, May 1, 1950. 
Harnett, Cynthia, Nicholas and the Wool-Pack. New York : 
G. p. Putnam's Sons, 1953, 181 PP• ----
diff icult r eading illustra terl 
A very interesting story of the wool-producing and 
t he we aving industry in England in the fifteenth century. 
Fetterlock 's woo l was the best. Nicholas, his son, was 
learning the wool trade. He became suspicious of Lombard 
Italians who made a deal with his f a ther. Through his 
alertness and courage and the ai d of a close friend, he 
was able to save his father from financial and social ruin. 
An exceptionally readable historical story, with 
an excitingly sustained plot, well-drawn characters 
and graphic description of fifteenth-century English 
life which, though abundant and detailed, never see~ 
to get in the way of action. v. H., Horn Book 
Magazine 29: 126, April, 1953. 
62 
Hartman, Gertrude, Medieval ~and Ways. N_ew York: 
The MacMillan Company, I937, 328 PP• 
difficult reading very well illustrated 
The life of the lords and ladies in the castle, the 
serfs in the fields, the craftsmen in the shops, and the 
monks in the monasteries are here portrayed. The days of 
castles are connected to modern days through the growth of 
towns, Parliamen t, serf' s gaining their freedom, religious 
. .fr-eedom for all., printing of bOoks' and the spreading of the 
fine arts. The authentic pictures o;f life in the Middle 
Ages makes it a v~luable book. 
This description of medieval life is given in 
clear and simple but picturesque language and covers 
all phases of the times· in Eur.ope: indus try, social 
customs, trade, travel and r eligion. Jessie Campbell 
Evans, Horn Book Magazine 13: 385, November, 1937. 
Holberg, Ruth Langland, Marching ~o Jerusalem. New Yqrk: 
Thomas y. Crowell Company, 1~, 149 PP• 
difficult illustrated 
In 1212 a band of children marched through France 
en route to Jerusalem to free the Holy City of the Turks. 
The story of Giraud and Martine is told here. The daily 
life of the childv.en of this time is told and the adven-
tures and experiences of the Crusaders on their way to 
Marseilles is vividly depicted. 
A clever handling of the historical events gives 
the reader a living picture of the hardships to which 
the young people were subjected at the same time show-
ing the bravery and hope which carried them on. Ruth 
Weeden Stewart, Library Journal 68: 286, October 15, 
1943. 
63 
Hyde, Mark Powell, The Singing Sword. Chicago: E . M· Hale 
and Company, 1930 , 248 PP• 
difficult reading 
The daring encounters of Sir Ogier, the Dane, are 
here told. He was a warrior-leader under Charlemagne. 
Sir Ogier, because of his acts of bravery, became a 
national hero of both France and Denmark. · 
The Singing Sword is straight out of the Middle 
Ages. It is a paraphrase and adaptation of portions 
of the cycle of romances about Ogier the Dane. · 
Garrett Mattingly! The Saturday Review of Literature, 
7: 333, November 5;-T930. -
Levinger, Elrna Ehrl,ich, Galilee. New York: Julian Messner, 
Inc,, 1952, 180 PP• 
difficult . 
Galileo Galilei was sent to the university. His 
father had great am bitions that his son would become a 
prominen t physician. Galilee's inventive interests were 
whetted as he observed the lamp swinging in the cathedral. 
Inspired, he later be came an outstanding astronomer, 
mathematician, and inventor. 
The poignant story of a great genius •••• 
Persecuted and vindicated, Galileo sta nds alone, a 
guiding star for the young scientist to emula te . 
Mildred I. Ross, Librar;y Journal 78: 69, January 1, 
1953. 
Linnell, Gertrude, Behind the Battlements. New York: The 
MacMillan Company, 19'31"; l72pp. · 
average 24_ full page illustra tions 
Stories are told about three cities: Carcassonne, 
Avignon, and Mon t Saint-Mi chel. The first story i s centered 
around a boy Euric and the army of Pepin which fought against 
the Arabs. Regnier is called into his lord 's army to render 
the service, as a vassal, he is obliged to give. (This sec-
tion reveals the relationship of the vassal to his lord and 
the apprentice.) This second section reveals the vassal-
lord rela t i onship and the apprentice-master relationship. 
The las t section is the story of a boy who risked his life 
to save the king's collar. His reward was that h e was sant 
on a mission of extreme importance. 
64 
Lowell, James Russell, "The Singing Leaves,u Poems. 
Before a visit to Vanity Fair .the king inquired of his 
three daughters as to their wisJ;l for a gift upon his return. 
The youngest daughter requested "singing leaves "• The king 
secured the leaves from Walter the page but had to give his 
daughter to him because of his promise. 
268-270 PP• 
Lowell, James Russell, "Sir Launfal and the Leperll, Poems. 
Sir L.aunfal saw a leper. He loathed the sight of the 
leper so he tossed him a piece of gol~· The leper rebuked 
him because the gift was prompted by a sense of duty and 
not true charity. 
276-277 PP• 
Lownsbery, Eloise, Out of the Flame. New York: Longrrans, 
Green and Company,-r9'3!"; 3b~ pp. 
average 
In a battle against 
and put in a donjon. He 
large ransom to Charles. 
viyidly depicted. 
-, 
Charles V, Francois I wa s captured 
gained his freedom by paying a 
The adventures of knights are here 
It is rarely that we come upon anything as per-
fectly done, _ as full of fun and information and high 
ideals, an~ best of all, a sense of naturalness, as 
this by Miss Lownsbery. Boston Transcript, January 30, 
1932, P• 3. 
Mar shall, H· E., Kings and Things. Chicago, E. M. Hale and 
Company, 1938, 341 PP• 
easy reading 
The story of the people who became k i ngs or queens of 
England is told in a very interesting and easy to understand 
manner. The history of Bngland is covered from the Roman 
Conquest to World War I• 
65 
McNeer, l!'iay and Lynd Ward, Martin Luther. New York: 
Ab~ngdon-Cokesbury Press, 1953, 96 PP• 
average reading i~lustrated--color pictures 
Martin Luther was responsible for many reforms result-
ing in a break with the Roman Cathclic Church. Luther was 
fond of music, fun, and learning. He became a monk but later 
the Reformer. 
Martin Luther is probably only a name to mast 
children; for them this book will place him in history 
and provide a background knowledge of the rise of 
Protest~ntism. J. D. L· Horn Book Magazine 29: 286, 
AUgust I953. 
Pyle, Howard, Men of Iron. Eau Claire, Wi sconsin: E . M:. 
Hale and compahy, 1919 1 327 PP• 
average reading 
Story t akes place during Henry IV's reigh. Lord 
Falworth had suffered ruin through a plot. Years later 
Myles Falworth avenges his father's plight in a duel with 
the Earl of Alban. Good explanation of duels, kni ghthood, 
list, and settlement of differences are herein p crtrayed. 
Ripley, Elizabeth, Leonardo Da Vinci. New York: Oxford 
University Press;-!952,~6 PP• 
difficult reading 31 illustrations 
A biography of Leonardo da Vinci which contains 
reproductions of many of his paintings and many sketches of 
the many inventions from diving suits to flying machines. 
A brief biography made especially graphic by the 
chronological arrangement of the excellent reproductions. 
J. D. L · Horn nook Magazine 28: 333, October, 1952. 
"Robin Hood and Little John~ 11 Old Ballad, S tory and Verse 
for Children. New York: The MacMillan Company, 1940, 
857 _pp. 
The account is here g iven of Robin's tilt wi th Little 
John. Robin was well impressed with Little John and he 
made him a yeoman. 
181-182 PP• 
66 
"Robin Hood and the Ranger,tt Old B~llad, Story and Verse 
for Children. New York: The lViacMillan Company, 1940, 
857 PP• 
Robin encountered a forester while he was on a hunt 
for a buck. A fight ensued and Robin was so favorably 
impressed with the forester's ability to fight that he 
made the forester one of his yeomen. 
179 -180 PP• 
Robinson, Mabel Louise, King Arthu~ and His Knights. 
New York: Random House, 195:) , 17 4 pp. 
average reading illustrated 
The story is here told in a very fascinating style 
of the great hero--King Arthur and his knights. The 
stories of Sir Launcelot, Sir Galahad , and the fair maid 
of Astolat along with adventures of lesser of Arthur's 
men are here related. The preface tells how the s tories 
came into being and how they came to be written down by 
Sir Thomas Malory. 
Miss Robinson retells the familiar story with 
wa1~th, detail and a fine sens e of the dramatic. 
Young readers will find King Arthur an altogether 
admirable hero. New York Times, pt. 2, November 15, 
1953,. P• 20. 
Root, Mabel, "'rhe Magna Charta, 11 Stories to Remember. 
Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan, 1952, 4~ PP• 
A descriptive story of the conditions in England in 
the days of King John. The system of English feudalism 
is well explained. The insecurity of the people with John 
as their king resulted in the signing of the Magna Charta. 
300 -308 PP• 
Stein, Evaleen, Gabriel and the Hour Book. Boston: The 
Page Company, 1906, --r'73 pp .-- -
eas y reading 
Gabriel became a color grinder for Brother Stephen at 
the monastery. His happy disposition helped the discouraged 
monk as he painted the hour book for King Louis. Secretly 
Gabriel added to the book, a prayer for his father's release 
from jail. A good picture of serfdom, the church, and the 
nobility are here portrayed. 
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Tennyson., Alfred., 11 'rhe Lady of Shalott," Parts I-IV., Poems. 
The Lady of Shalott spent her time weaving because 
there was a curse on her if she looked down to Camelot. 
In a mirror ~he could see the knights and l adies going 
to Camelot and she wove the se scenes in her web. She too 
final l y wen t to Camelot. 
274-276 PP• 
Terry, Arthur Guy, Lord and Vassal. Evanston, Illinois: 
Row, Pete rson ana-company, 1926, 232 pp. 
easy r eadi ng 12 colored paintings 
pronouncing glossary 
Tlus book contains interesting stories about Harold., 
William the Conqueror, the C:rusades, .Richard the Lion-Heart, 
King John and the development of Parliament. The stories 
will aid in developing an understanding of this per iod. 
Each painting has an explanation. 
Terry, Arthur Guy, The New Libert~. New York: Row., 
Peter son and ·company., 1926., 74 PP• 
average reading 12 colored paintings 
pronouncing glossary 
The stories of the Renaissance., Reformation, develop-
ment of Parliament, the revolution in France, and the period 
of exploration are interestingly told . 
Terry., Arthur Guy, Tales from Far and Near. Evanston., 
Illinois: Row., Peterson and Company., 1926, 119 PP• 
easy reading 16 colored paintings 
pronouncing glossary 
This book contains i nteresting biogr aphical sketches 
of Romulus an~ Remus, Alexander the Great., King Arthur, 
Canute ., King John, Joan of Arc., William Tell., and Napoleon. 
Thackeray., William Makepeace, "King Canute.," Poems. 
The poem describes the reign of King Canute. His 
courtiers and subjects had a great a dmiration for him. 
He rebuked them for their flattery by t he tex t of his 
lack of control of the waves of the sea. 
271-273 PP• 
o8 
Turngren, Annette, Great Artists--26 Master Painters. 
New York: Abelard Press, 1953, 286 PP• 
average reading 
This book presents graphic word pictures of twenty 
six master painters. The book is compiled in chronological 
order as to the period in which each pai~ter lived. The 
biogra phies are on Da Vinci, Michelangelo, Titian, Raphael, 
and Holbein and cover the first five chapter s. 
1-51 PP• 
Vihitham, G. r., Basil ~. Page, New York: Dodge Publishing 
Company, 211 PP• 
average reading 20 full· page illustrations 
The story takes place in the days of ~ueen Elizabeth. 
A plot was laid to kill the Queen of Scots by poisoning a 
cup of wine which wa s to be g iven to her. Basil, the page, 
thwarted the plans and fled with Sir Godf r ey Huntingdon. 
Godfrey is later reinstated in the court. 
Charts 
Campbell, Edna Fay, Victor L· Webb, William L· Nida, The 
Old World Past and Present. Chicago: Scott, Foresman 
and C ompany;-T942"; 582 pp • 
An instructive picture chart of the feudal system 
showing the King on a throne and his land divided among 
nobles who pledge loyalty to him. Each noble's land is 
then divided among other nobles or vassals and that land 
is used by serfs. 
P• 236 Suggest use with opaque projector 
Kelty, Mary G., Other Lands and Other Times. Boston: Ginn 
and Company, 1942, 416 PP• 
A map chart of North America, Af'rica, Asia and on each 
is shown the number of Mohrurunedans and on a - picture of a 
mosque is shown the world total of Mohammedans. 
On another map chart of North America, Europe, and a 
square representing the r est of the ·world is· shown the 
number of Christians and on a picture of a Christian Church 
is shown the world total of yhristians. 
P• 319 Suggest use with opaque projector 
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Exhibits 
Children 's Museum Boston, Massachusetts 
"Mi ddle Agesrr Loan exhibit 
Forty-two pictures mounted chronologically to tell 
story in proper sequence. 
Models 
cas tle 
dolls repres enting a lad, townsman, townsman's wife, 
peasant, and pe~sant's wife 
knight mounted in a box with a painted castle scene 
pilgrim or crusader scallop shell 
Reali a 
board for chess or backgammon 
modern chess set--32 pieces 
Museum of Fine Arts Boston, Massachusetts 
Stain glass windows 
Statue 
Kneeling knight--example of late Renaissance sculpture. 
Suggests also the strong religious influence of 
the period . 
Bayeux Tapestry, 1951 
color 
Filmstrips 
Curr. 
26 frames with text on each frame 
Scenes are of medieval tapestries showing life in 
this period . The story of the Norman Conqu est of England 
is here shown. 
Castle Life, 1951 Curr. 
color 26 frames with text on each frame 
Portrays the life in a castle and on a manor. Shows 
lord inspecting manor and en tertaining his overlord. Also 
the food , clothing , amusements , and housing arrangemen ts at 
the castle ar e depicted. 
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Castle Life Still. 
black and white 15 frames with text on each frame 
The filmstrip is made from authentic scenes of both 
int erior and exte.rior of castl es. The scene s used are 
castles, dungeons, moat, banquet hall, jester, ladies 
assemblage to receive lords and knlghts, minstrels, page, 
squire , tournamen ts, jousts, and Crusades setting out for 
the Holy L?-nd. 
Castles, 1951 Curr. 
color 26 frames with tex t on ea ch frame 
Pictures many castles, thick walls, moats, draw-
bridges, defense towers, battering rams, and catapults. 
The interior shows f ireplaces, cooking utensil s , furniture, 
and tapestrie s . 
The Crusades and Early Trade _Routes, The Jam Handy Or ganiza-
tion. 
color 16 frames 
Pictures the Christian an~ Mohammedan Lands at the 
be ginning of the Crusades. Route of the first, second and 
third Crusade, the Children's Crusade, Marco Polo's Travels, 
and the three ancient trade routes to the East--northern, 
mi ddle, and s outhern are shown on separate frames. 
The Fair, 1951 
color 
Curr. 
$6 frames with text on each frame 
The planning of the fair, travel conditions in the 
transportation of goods, the accumulation of goods from 
different trades, and the buying and selling in the fair 
are here clearly illustrated. 
The Guild, 1951 Curr. 
color 26 frames with text on each frame 
The guild system is explained by t he s tory of an 
apprentice i n the carver's guild . He became a skilled journeyman and finally a master craftsman. 
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Heraldry, 1951 
color 
Curr. 
26 fram$.S with text on each frame 
The many shields used by kDights, the development of 
coat-of-arms of the British royalty;, and then the use of 
coa t -of·-arms in United States are here portrayed. 
King Arthur, 1946 
Americolor 
Pict. F. I., Adapted by Barbara Hess 
99 frames 
The s tory of King Arthur, contests which were held to 
prove strength, his becoming king, and Merlin's role in 
Arthur's life are here depicted. 
Knighthood, 1951 Curr. 
color 26 f r ames with text on each frame 
Pictures tell the story of Robert as a page, then a 
squire, and finally knighted. His first tournament and 
his duties as a knight are here depicted. 
Knighthood Life in Me di-eval- Times, 1947 I.C.P. 
black and white 31 frames and text 
Pictures are shown of a castle, a palace chamber, the 
jester entertaining, nmsical instruments of the Middle Ages, 
bestowing knighthood on a noble, the chase, farming, monks 
at work, medieval footwear, forging a suit of plate armor., 
and besieging a cas tle. 
Kni ghts and Tournaments Still. 
black and white 15 frames with text on each frame 
The scenes depict the life and t rai ning of a knight. 
He is se en as a page, a squire, then knighted. Other 
scenes consist of joust, tournaments, shield emblen1s, lady 
awarding prize to the winner in tournament, and a celebration 
in the banquet hall at night. The pictures were selected 
from an authentic motion picture. 
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~ and Vassal, 1951 Curr. 
col or 26 frames with text on each frame 
A duke inherited his .estate from his father. He 
reaffirmed hi s feudal obligation by paying homage to the 
king and receiving homage from his vassals. His castle 
is successfully defended agains.t an enemy attack. 
The Middle Ages Life 
col or 48 frames 
' Pictures serfs doing the work of farmers and soldiers; 
knights at war, in tournaments, and in joust; chivalry, 
ladies, start of towns. Reproductions of sculpture, architec-
ture, manuscri.pts, tapestries, stain glass, and the "Book 
of Hourslf made for Due de Berry make this period more 
realistic and vivid for the child. 
The Monaster;y, 1951 
color 
Curr. 
26 frames with text on each frame 
The daily life of the monks is here_ portrayed. The 
raising of food, making of clothes, teaching, -copying books 
are here shown. 
Monastery Life, 1951 
color 
Curr. 
26 frames with text on each frame 
A visit to St. Honorat, Monserrat, and Mont St. 1lichel 
are here shown depicting the daily life of the monks as they 
raise their own food, make their clothes, copy books and 
meditate. -
The Protestant Reformation Life 
color 64 frames 
The story of the Reformation is retold through works 
of art; such as paintings, woodcuts, engravings, and manu-
scripts. Paintings of such leaders as Martih Luther, 
Calvin, and John Knox, also Henry VIII, Mary, Queen of Scots, 
and the execution of Charles I are included. 
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Robin Hood, 1946 
Arnericolor 
Pict. F. r • ., Adapted by Julia Wagner 
--
104 frames with text on frames 
The adventures of Robin Hood and His Merry Men in 
Sherwood Forest are here shown. Robin as an outlaw and the 
aid of his yeomen and his meeting with the king are pictured. 
The .Serf, 1951 Curr. 
color 26 frames with text on each frame 
The role of se~fdom is vividly pictured. Th e operation 
of the manor is explained through the farming, the work at 
the mill, the craft shops, and the church. The poverty of 
the serf, and his bondage to tb.e land are emphasized. 
Curr. The Town, 1951 
color 26 frames with text on each frame 
A serf boy ran away from a manor and went to a town. 
He sees the square, the market, the town hall, and the 
cathedral. He secured work on the cathedral and was promised 
an apprenticeship in a guild. 
Walled Town-Carcas sonne, 1951 Curr. 
color 26 frames with text on each fra~e 
Shows how towns were defended by strong walls, moats., 
and fortified towers. The townspeople lived in t ·ile -roofed 
houses on narrow, crowded streets. Shows the square , 
cathedral, shops, and ruler's citadel. 
Flat Pictures 
"Knighthood Lif e in Mediaeval Times 11 r.c.P. 
21 pictures text 
Pi ctures show thirteenth century castle, the court jeste_:r:; ::nusical instruments, dubbing a knight, farming ., 
medieval footwe ar, mode ·of travel, and beseig ing a castle. 
Lamb, Harold, 11The Road of the Crusaders," Nat. Geog. 
65: 645-693., December 1933 . ---
47 black and vvhi te picture s tex t included 
The routes taken by Richard the Lion Heart and 
knight s of his d a y in their quest to regain the Holy 
Land is here portrayed. 
uMe dieval Life, 11 Li.f_~ 22 : 64-84, May 26, 1947. 
The full page color pictures entitled tJLife on the 
Ivlanoru c onsist of hunting, fishing, gardening , building , 
and harvesting. The s e pictures portray well this phase 
of medieva l life. ~a th each picture is a brief explana t ion. 
"Renaissance Man,u ~_, 22: 71-83., March 3, 1947 . 
Full page map of ItAly with pictures to desi gnate 
leading cities. Piccolorllni was chosen to repr esent 
"Renaissance Man'' and there are four full page col or 
paintings of his life. A full page black and white 
picture of Siena's cathedral and samplings of the writings 
of Baccaccio, Petrarch, and Cicero are included. 
"The Spirit of the Middle Ages," Life, 22 : 67-85, April 7., 
1947. 
Full page picture in black and white of Reims Cathedral. 
The following stain glas s windows are shown i n col or: 
"The Ascension of Christ," "Virgin and Child ," "Angel," 
"Three Apostles--Peter, John, and Paul," and a uNarrative 
Panel." Pictures of tapestri e s S:low: "Sacraments, n 
"Madonna and Child,u nKing Arthur Tapestry," and a "German 
Manuscript. 11 
Vvrench, Sir Evelyn, 11 The British Way, 11 Nati. Geog. 
95, April 1949. 
complete volume 
Contains full page color paintings of hist6r ical events 
and people who made history. A page text is included with 
each picture. The pictures cover: The Roman Wall, Alfred 
the Grea t, William the Conqueror, Richard the Lionheart., 
Ma gna Charta, Geoffrey Chaucer, Henry VIII, Francis Drak e, 
and M:other of Parliaments • 
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Maps 
Hr he Crusades and Early Trade Routes~ 11 Maps trip I, Age 
of Discovery and Exploration. The Jam Handy Or ganization. 
color 16 frames good map study 
Pictures the Christian and Mohammedan Lands at the 
beginning of the Crusade s . Routes of the First Crusade, 
Second Crusade, Third Crusade, and Children's Crusade, 
Marco Polo's Travels, and the trade routes to the East 
are outlined. 
I~owlton, Daniel c., Ouv Past in Western Europe. Boston: 
A..'Ue rican Book Compan~933 , 346 PP• 
11 The Mohammedan World 11 
The Nlohammedan c ontroled terri tory is shown by a dotted 
line. Pictures of people and objects add to the value of 
the map. 
P• 37 • 
Motion Pictures 
"'J'he Meaning of Feuda lism," Educational Collaborator: 
William E . Young , Univers i t y of the State of New York, 
1950, Coronet. 
black and white 16 MM sound 10 minutes 
A tour is made of a castle with J-acques, a Frencfl. boy. 
1'he fortress, courtyard, church, interior of the castle 
vdth tapestries which reveal court life, importance of land 
in feudalism, manor, fal->ming as done by serfs, and the 
development of towns are portrayed. 
11 The Ivledieval -viforld, 11 Educati onal Col laborator: John Day 
Larkin, Illinois Institute of Technology, 1950, _ Coronet. 
black and white 16 MM sound 10 minutes 
Life and activities on a manor are shown. The growth 
of cities, the Kings' Crusade, the development of trade as 
a result of Crusades, the guild, the Architecture of t emples. 
and the growth of universities are clearly depicted. 
"The Renaissance," Educational Collaborator: Wendell w. 
Wri ght, Indiana University, 1950, Coronet. 
black and white 16 MM sound 10 minutes 
The i~fluence of church and castle life· upon society, 
and the change in the mode of living after gunpowder, 
mariner's compass, and the printing press were discovered 
are pictured. Many of the leaders of this period are shown, 
such as: Petrach, Galileo, and ,Leonardo and the pr•ogress _ made 
because of their contri butions to literature, science and 
inventions are depicted. 
Music 
Chute, Marchette Gaylord, · "The Enchanted Castle, 11 T. and H. 
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The deserted castle is here pictured. Its halls, rooms, 
and marble stairs tell of the day of its glory. The dreams 
of the past are all that remain. 
P• 139 
Cowdrey, Cecil, adapted by,. "Sir Eglamore,11 T. and H. 
This is a folk song which tells of the fetes of a 
valiant knight, Si r Eglamore. 
P• 58 
Curtis, Christine Turner, "Arabs On The March,n T. and H. 
The Arabs ar e vividly pictured in this song. The 
place of the mosque and the rrdnaret in the life of the 
Arabs is h~re seen. The tune is catchy at a singable tempo. 
PP• 38-39 
"Fairest Lord Jesus," Uriknown, Bea ttie, John W. (or et. al.} 
editors, The American Singer. New York: American Book 
Company, 1951, 248 PP• 
This hymn is often called the "crusaders' Hyrr..n • 11 The 
crusaders, especially the children, are said to hav e used 
it during their expeditions to the Holy Land. 
P• 14. 
Fay, Stephen, "Muezzin's Call to Prayer,u Armitage, Theresa, 
(or et. al.), editors, A Singing School--Musi_£ Ever;y:-
where. Boston: c. c. 3irchard and Company, 1943, 218 pp. 
A Muez zin is a Mohammedan crier of the hour of prayer. 
He stands in a minare t at the corner of the mos~te and calls 
out that it i s the hour of prayer. 
P• 8 5 
French Troubadours, The Gramophone Shop, Inc. #18a, 78 RPM 
a.) Blondel De Nesles: 
b.) Perrin D'Angicourt: 
c.) Richard Coeur-de-Lion: 
Sung by: Max Melli (Tenor) 
These are songs sung at the time of the- crusades and 
often used as crusaders marched toward Jerusalem. 
Fyleman, Rose, 11The Wis:q," Glenn, :Mabelle, Blending Voices. 
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1936, 2 07 pp. 
This song tells of a king who possessed a magic ring . 
He could turn the ring and make one wish. Because he never 
could decide what one thing he wante~ most he died without 
ever making a wish. 
P• 75 
Garnett, Louise Ayres, ncastles, 11 T. and H. 
A song about the lure of the castle in the foreign 
land. The tune and tempo are catchy. 
P• 12 
Knapp, Marjorie, adapted by, 11Lord Lovel," T. and H. 
Portrays the life of lords and ladies in early English 
history and bespeaks of the adventures of the nobl es of that 
day. 
P• 45 
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Myers, Susanna, 11 The Invitation," T· and H. 
Set to music is the invita tion of a gallant prince 
to his 11 lady11 that she become his queen and dwell with him. 
P• 126 
Spaeth, Sigmund, "Minstrels,n T. and H· 
The life of the minstrel and his place in the early 
days of British history are here related. 
P• 44 
Veni Creator Spiritus (Humn of Charlemagne), Palestrina 
Choir, Nicola A. iVio'ntani,. · director, Camden, · New Jersey, 
R. c. A. Manufacturing Company, Inc., R. c. A. Victor 
Record 11 20896B. 
This song was sung in France in the early Norman 
period. Troops often sang it before entering a battle. 
War Song of the Normans, Camden, New Jersey, R. c. A. 
Manufacturing Company, Inc., R. c. A· Victo·r Record 
# 20152. 
The story of the record recounts the Battle of Hastings 
and William, DWce of Normandy, as he defea ted Harold and 
became the king of England. 
You Are There, "The Signing of the Magna Charta, 11 produced 
--- -alld directed by Robert Lewis Shayon, Columbia long 
playing record ML 4149. 
about 25 minutes 
A description of the procedure of events on the 
important day in English history are herein given. Con-
versation was carried on by lords and barons before King 
Joru1 arrived for the signing, a description of the dress 
of the people, interviews with people, the arrival of 
King John and the si gning of the Magna Charta are all 
vividly related. 
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EXPLORATION 
Books 
Fox, Frances Margaret, They Sailed and Sailed. Equ Claire, 
Wisconsin: E . M· Hal e and Company, 1940, 224 PP• 
average r eading well illustra ted 
The adventures of Marco Polo are here related. This 
book deals with Columbus, Magellan, Sir Francis Drake, and 
Henry Hudson. The first eight chapters are v a luable for 
background history. 
These chapters give a more intimate view of actual 
pers onaliti es than our accepted biographies. Irene 
Smith, New York Times, November 10, 1940, P• 32. 
Hanson, Lida Siboni, Eric the Red. New York: Doubled€!-y1 
Dor e.n and Company, Inc., - 1933 ; 238 PP• 
easy reading illustra ted 
Eric was forced to leave Norway and later e.xiled from 
Iceland because of his fiery temper. Leif, his son, later 
landed on the American ?hore. In Iceland , he i n troduced 
Christianity to his father's subjects. 
A simple, vigorous account of the settlement of 
Iceland and Greenland, and the American coast, told 
through the adventures of the great Viking , Eric, and 
his son, Leif t he Lucky. Five Years of Children's 
Books, P• 314. 
Hogeboom, Amy, Christopher Cclumbus . and His Br others. New 
York: The Junior Literary Guild and Lothrop, Lee and 
Shepard Company, Inc., 1951, 188 PP• 
easy reading 
The influence whi ch Christopher's family exerted upon 
him during his e arly life is revealed in this story. It 
portrays his life from childhood through adulthood. The 
Exper iences encounte red by him are vividly described. 
Columbus is more than a hero in this biography. 
He is a member of a family--a s on, a brother, and a 
father. Es pecially emphasized is t h e encouragement 
and support his brothers gave him and his sharing of 
his triumph with them. Elenora c. Alexander , Library 
Journal 76: 1945, November 1 5 , 1951. 
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Janeway, Elizabeth, The Vikings. New York: Random House, 
1951, 175 PP• 
average r eading illustra ted 
The story introduces Leif as a boy in Iceland. Eric 
the Red, Leif 1 s father, years before had left Norway and 
sailed to Iceland. While Leif was visiting the king in 
Norway, Eric died. Later Leif sailed to land which was 
called Vineland. 
Kent, Lt>uise Andrews, He Vi ent With Marco Polo. Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1935, 223 pp. 
average reading illustrated 
The story of Marco Polo and his friend Tonio Tumba, 
the gondolier, is here told. The st ory is based on their 
adventures and travels in Cathay and Marco's employment by 
Kumbai Khan. 
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, "Sir Humphrey Gilbert," The 
Complete Poetical Works of Henry Wadsworth Longfelrow. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin , 1893, 689 PP• 
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Sir Humphrey Gilbert was on his return voyage to England, 
after an unsuccessful search for a silver mine in America. 
The wind failed and his ship was left to drift. During this 
experience he met death. 
P• 105 
Meadowcroft, Enid La Monte, Ship Boy With Columbus. Eau 
Claire, Wisconsin: E . M· Hale and Company, l 942, 
12~ PP• 
average reading well illustrated 
Diego's playmates were not very charitable. They teased 
him because his father said that the East could be reached 
by sailing west. Pedro did not laugh at Diego. He was ex-
cited about' the things wr.c.ich were told him. Finally, Pedro 
asked to go with Columbus as a ship boy. Through Pedro's 
adventures, the discouragements and dangers of the trip are 
seen. 
High li ghts are woven into simple story which has 
suspense, humor, and much action. Margueri t e Nahigian, 
Libra!Z Journal 67: 583, June 15, 1942 . 
Miller , Joaquin, "Columbus," Poems. 
The perils and hardships of Columbus' voyage are 
vividly portrayed. His strength of chara cter and brave 
deterrnina tion to 11 sail on" in spite of the nru.tiny of his 
men and apparen t perils of the voyage are rev ealed. Thr ough 
his per severance the New World was discovered . 
PP• 481-482 
Pax ton, s. H., The Dragon in New Albion. Bost on: Little, 
Br own and Company, 1953, 213 PP• 
average r eading 
Drake's ship, the Golden Hind, laden with Spanish 
treasure, was beached on the shore of Cali fornia. Harry 
Foulke, on a hunt for a deserter, became involved with the 
Miwok Indians. His adventure~ while with the Indians, are 
here related in a realistic style. 
A roman t ic tale . portraying the white man's point 
of view on Indian l i f e and the empire-building enmity 
of the Spanish and the English. Siri Andrews, Library 
Journal 78: 1702, October 1, 1953·. 
Price, Olive, The Story of Marco Polo. New York: Grosset 
and Lunlap, 1953, 179 PP• 
average reading illustrated 
A vivid sto!'Y of the life and E;J.dventures of Marco Polo 
is here told. It tells, in an interesting style, of Marco's 
experience s with the Klan. 
Sigourney, Lydia Huntly, "Columbus,rr Poems. 
Columbus is portrayed as he fir s t presented his cause 
in the Spanish court. He is pictured again years late r 
when the people had turned aiainst him, and final ly he died, 
forlorn but a "world-finder.' 
P• 482 
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Wibberley, Leonard, The King 's Beard. New York : Ariel 
Books, 1952, 198 PP• 
John Forrester, a sixteen ye ar old boy; through excit-
ing and breath-taking exper iences, learned ot the planned 
attack by the Spanish upon England. He was enabl ed , unwit-
tingly, to get the nevv-s to Queen Elizabeth. Therefore., 
England was prepared when the Spanish Armada arri ved. A 
victory was won for England. 
A lively story of Dr ake's foray into Cadiz to 
wreck the Spanish Armada while it was s t ill being 
assemble d . Ruth McEvoy, Library" Journal 77: 912., 
May 15., 1952. 
The Age of Discovery 
black and white 
Filmstrips 
T.-c.-F. 
45 f r ames 
The pictures cover the Vikings., Marco Polo and his 
trips to China., the Crusades., a map of the trade routes 
to the East, Prince Henry and his school., the compass., 
gunpowder, the printing press, Diaz., and Columbus. 
~ of Exploration 
color 
Life 
50 frames 
The great explorers--C.olumbus., Cortez., Balboa, Vespucci, 
Ma gellan, and da Gama are pic tured in their voyages and 
adventures in strange and distant l~1ds. 
Christopher Columbus 
.Americolor 
Pict. F . I. 
50 frames with text 
The life of Columbus from his boyhood in Genoa, his 
efforts and suc cess in obtaining aid from Spain, his voyages 
to Ame ric a , and fina l ly his Qeath arc here pic tur~d. 
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English 1Jea Dogs T.-0.-F. 
black and white 42 frarues with text 
The exploration of John Cabot, John Hawkins, Martin 
Frobisher, Humphrey Gilbert, Walter Raleigh, a~d Francis 
Drake, and the battle between England and the Spanish Armada 
are vividly tol~ in picture . 
The Golden Age of Spanish Discover~ T.-o.-F. 
black and whi t e 51 frames with text 
The -voyage of Vespucci and the naming of the New 
World , Ponce de Leon, Balboa, Magellan, Cortez, Pizarro~ 
DeSoto, and Coronado's adventures and explorations are all 
vividly depicted. 
How Columbus Discovered America 
black and white 52 frame s and text 
Columbus, as a boy, re ad about Polo and Prince Henry 
and became interested in ships. His life and adventures 
are outlined in this filmstrip. 
Magellan--Conquerer of the Seas, 1946, Scrip t by Jack Roche 
Pic t. F. I • 
Americolor 50 frames and text 
The lif e of Magellan, his voyages around the world and 
finally his death are pictured in this filmstrip. 
The Vikings 
black and whi te 
T.-o .-F. 
49 frames and tex t 
~he adventures of the Northmen, Eric the Red, Erfu's 
fleeing from Iceland and finally the landing on Greenland 
and Vineland a r e here shown. 
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Flat Pictures 
Hildebrand, J. R., 11 The Pathfinder of the East," Nat. Geog. 
52: 503-550, November 1927. 
44 half page pictures text included 
Pictures of Vasco da Gama, his ship and Portugal's 
findings in India a r e pictured here. 
Hildebrand , J. R., "The World 's Greatest Overland Explorer," 
Nat. Geog. 54: 505-558, November 1928. 
55 half page black and white pictures text included 
The pictures reveal the mode of travel and the ways 
of farmi ng in this early period of history. Polo. gave 
forth knowledge about numerous mine·rals, animals, birds, 
and plants which previously were unknown to the Europeans. 
Maps 
The Crusade~ and Earl;z Trade Routes, Mapstrip I, The Jim 
--- Handy Organization, Detroit, Illt nois. 
color 16 frames 
The travel route followed by Marco Polo, and the three 
ancient trade routes to the East, namely the northern, mid-
dle, and southern, are shown on separat e frames. This is 
a good map study filmstrip. 
Music 
Bailey, Hannah, adapted by, 11The Coast of Barbary," T. and H. 
The adventures of the pir a tes who sailed the North Sea 
are here s et to music. 
P• 156 
Curtis, Christine Turner, 11The Vi s ion of Columbus", T. and H. 
This s ong expresses the feelings and aspi rati ons of 
Columbus and hi s determina tion to 11sail onn westward regard-
less of the discouragement and threats of his men. 
P• 18 
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Ford, Frances, English v ersion by, "'I·he Viking, 11 T. and H. 
The experiences of t he Vikings are here s et to music. 
Their br aver y and daring s piri t is portra yed . 
PP• 108-109 
Martens, Frederick H., 11Drake 11 , Blending Voices. Glenn, 
Mabelle (or et. al.} Boston: Ginn and Company, 1936, 
207 PP• - --
A song abou t Sir Francis Drake and his adventures in 
t he ''Golden Hind". 
P• 57 
8 6 
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS 
Coronet--A Coronet Instructional Film, 65 E . South Water 
Street, Chicago, Illinois. 
Curr.--curriculum Fil~, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, New 
York 16, N· y. 
r.c.P.--Informative Classroom Picture Series, Informative 
Classroom Picture Publishers, 40 Ionia Avenue N• w., 
Grand Rapids 2, Michigan. 
Life--Life Magazine Inc., Filmst rip Division, 9 Rockefeller 
Plaza, New York 20, N. y. 
Nat. Geog.--The National Geographic Magazine,l6th and M· 
Street N· w., Washington 6, D· c.: National Geographic 
Society. 
Pict. F. I.--Produced by Fletcher Smith S tudies, Inc., copy-
righted by Pictorial Films, Inc., Pictorial Events, 
105 E. 106 Street, New York 20, N• y. 
Poems--Sechrist, Elizabeth Hough, selected by, One Thousand 
Poems for Children. Philadelphia: Maerae-Smith Company, 
1946, 601 PP• 
Still.--The Stillfilm, Inc., Pasadena, California. 
T. and H.--Gl enn, Mabella, (or et. al.) editors, Tunes and 
Harmonies. Boston: Giru1 and Company, 1943, 196 pp:--
T.-o .-F.--Teach-0-FilrnBtrip, Popular Science Publ ishing Com-
pany, 353 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. y. 
Univ. Mus.--University of Pa., University Museum Educational 
Extension Lectures, 3~ D and Spruce Streets, Philadelpna, _ 
Pa. 
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